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BEST

Top-seeded UCF heads to Stetson for
the Atlantic Sun baseball tournament.
- SEE SPORTS, A12

Check out our handy-dandy guide to
Orl~ililo's downtown Fringe Festival.

FEST

.-

( ffi est GPA award
. to suspended fraternity
1.

I

- SEE the indie, A10

Florida bare
•• •

1----n1n1mum
.gets scrutiny
KATE HOWELL
Staff Writer

y
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David Rosenthal, Ralph Del Castillo, Mike Cheatham and Matt Simon (left to right) are all members of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity, which is located off campus. It is one of few alcohol-free Greek housing at
. UCF. Phi Delt may lose·the lease on their house if they go.bankrupt this fall, due to their continued organizational suspension. The suspensien resulted from a hazing incident during the spring semester.

~

Students struggling to make ends meet could
soon get some welcome relief, as two state groups
are pushing to raise Florida's minimum wage.
"The federal government has not done anything
regarding the minimum wage over the last seven
years," said Joe Johnson. "In .that time 13 states have
chosen to raise their minimum wage. Florida now
has that charice."
Johnson is part of the joint effort between the
Association of Community Organizations for
Reform Now and Floridians for All to raise the
minimum wage by a dollar in the state of Florida.
If approved, Florida's minimum wage would be
raised to $6.15 per hour. Cunently, the groups are .
trying to get the matter placed on November's ballot that, according to Johnson, is complicated in a
way only bureaucracy can be.
. H~ said the reformers first have to gather
488,786 signatures from registered voters who
would support a measure to raise minimum wage.
Those signatures have to be validated and
approved by the Supervisor of Elections who then:
forwards the petition to the Attorney General's
office to be reviewed for 30 days.
The Supreme Court must also inspect the
measure to ensure that it does not violate Florida's
Constitution. Only after all the signatures are validated and the measure has the court's approval,
can the issue be placed on the ballot.
.
"[It's] like jumping through two hoops," Johnson said.
.
As of now, the groups have the 50,000 signaPLEASE SEE

PWDeltmay
CloSe due to
lack of money
if suspension
..
·continues

.

\

HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Managing Editor

Phi Delta Theta - voted by Future edi, tors la's t sj),ring as 1'most likely to prove
group stupidity" after a member was
found tied to a tree - was recognized by
Greek Affairs for having the highest CPA
among UCF fraternities.
·
The occasion makes the second consecutive time Phi Delta Theta has earned
the award and the first time in the history
of UCF that a susp nded fraternity has
won.
PDT's consistently high grades, its No. l
standing for poip1ts in intramural sports
and its being named a Chapter .o f Excellence by G;reek Alfairs may be key to having the '. organization reinstated for the fall
!leinester.

"If we don't get off suspension, it's pretty much
goil)g to b~ the end of the
fraternity," member David
Rosenthal said. Rosenthal,
the executive vice president of PDT, said he hopes
these awards and the fraLavin
. ternity members' willingness to complete the .prescribed disciplinary sanctions early will be
considered by the Office of Student Rights
and Responsibilities during a formal
review in Auglist.
The only official blemish on PDT's
record occurred when Sean Pierce, a twoyear member of the fraternity, decided to
give his sorority girlfriend a charm with
PLEASE SEE

ANTI-HAZING ON A4

SOME ONA4

Minimum wage through the years
Values based upon yearly full-time earnings and
adjusted for inflation and cllanging value of the dollar
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States th~t exceed min.wage

Federal minimum wage '
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Better hurry,·because this DVD
will self-destruct in 48 hours
KATE HOWELL
Staff Writer

...
'

Ill

.,

In Mission Impossible, Tom
Cruise's character listened to
secret messages that self
destructed after being listened to. Seemingly this
would be the ultimate way to
keep anyone from copying
your information.
Well, if Disney has its way,
'that' same forin of technology
could soon find its way into the
homes of everyday ·people
around the world.
Termed Flexplay, the discs would
function just like conventional
K.
DVDs - except they would cease
"This type of impulse product
working after 48 hours. Don't worry,
sells best in places people are
there will be no fireball; the new ez·already shopping at," said Blaustein.
D uses science to do its dirty work.
"The consumers buying ez-Ds value
."It's activated by oxygen," said
.convenience."
Alan Blaustein, the chief executive
He also hopes to join with a pizza
officer of Flexplay Technolegies,
retailer like Papa Johns, "After all,
Inc. "The ez-D works like Polaroid
pizza and a movie are in.tuitive," he
film. It starts out red and then after . added.
· the 48 hour.window it turns black,
At the moment only Buena Vista
making the DVD unreadable."
Home Entertainment has partnered
What happens if you're in
with Flexplay, however the company
the middle of watching your
is in discussions with other studios.
film at the zero hour?
As it stands there are 45 titles
"Don't worry .....:.. if y9u're · already released with four to six new
in the middle of watching
titles coming out on a monthly basis.
an ez-D at the 48-hour . . May's releases included Cold Creek
mark, it will let you watch
Manor, Duplex, The Rookie and
the remainder of the
Veronica Guerin. The releases for
movie," said Allison Wid-.
PLEASE SEE RETURN ON A6
does a PublicitY Coordinator
PHOTO ILLUSTRATIONBY JERROD ROCKHILL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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for Buena Vista Home Entertainment.
The idea behind the new selfdestructing system is that Blockbuster and other major rental companies mak€ their profits through
rental fees and fate fees. Flexplayenal:>led ez-Ds would stop working
when they would be "due," eliminating the concern over late fees.
. "There is a fraction of the DVD
market that ·stopped renting because
of accumulated late fees," Blaustein
explains, "Ez-Ds appeal to them.''
Currently, ez-Ds are available at
retailers throughout the Orlando
area, including 7-U, Hess and Circle

Subleasing the
way to go for.
those.leaving
ILEANA RODRIGUEZ
Contributing Writer

If you're looking for a
place to live and you're
not interested in paying
What's allowed at
a few hundred dollars in
student apartments?
move-in and application
Subleasing allowed
fees, then subleasing
·Arbour
may be the way.to go.
•$45 application fee
In essence, the origi~
College Station
nal student remains
• $55 application fee
under his or her conNorthgate Lakes
tract, but a different stu- ·
·No fee
dent lives in the apartRiverwind
• $350 break lease fee
ment, paying rent to the
original student. Most
No subleasing
apartment complexes
Boardwalk
shun subleasing situa• $200 to break lease and pay
until someone takes over
tions because the resiHeather Glen
dent living there is not
• Averages $1,000
liable for any damages Jeffer.;on Commons
the original student still
• $395 dollar break lease fee
and new application fee
is. Since that student has
Pegasus Landing and
moved out, the complex
Pegasus Pointe
has little l~verage over
• $350 break lease fee
the contracted student.
'We do not help peo.
ple look for a re-leaser, unless they ask us too:' said
Hannah Gontard, a leasing consultant for Pegasus
Landing. "Once the student has found a new leaser
they both come by the leasing office, and the interested party signs their contract, indicating that they are
fully responsible for everything until their lease is up.",
"[In effect,] the subleaser is taking complete con-

Subleasing

PLEASESEE

SUBLEASING ON A4
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· Around Campus

B~th parties

Record keeping
From ll:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. . today in Student
Resource Center Room 185C,
the Career Resource Center
will have a workshop on the
curriculum vita part of a
resume. ·
The curriculum vita is a
list of professional achievements, academic preparation,
and qualifications in your discipline. This workshop focuses on creating and marketing
this part of academic · job
applications.
For more information, .call ·
the Career Resource Center
at 407-823-2361.

ttY to attract youth vote

lllUSTRATION BY AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Republicans, Democrats team with MTV for contest

Relax during summer

TEJ OKUN

A relaxation techniques
workshop will take place
today at noon in Student
Union Room 220. The workshop will focus· on practical
ways to reduce stress. Participants will also learn a relaxationJ exercise and relaxing
breathing techniques. ·

StaffWriter

At a time '¥hen political parties are at one another's throats
over the war in Iraq and the
upcoming presidential election,
a unique partnership between
the Democratic and Republican
parties and MTV is hoping to
give young voters a voice in the
democratic process
For the first time ever, thl
Democratic National Convention Colnmittee and the Republican National . Convention
Committee are sponsoring an
essay contest for high-school
and college students.
The winners will be given

'finding an internship
Tomorrow there will be a
workshop for students to
learn how t.o use l,JCF's
.recruitment management system, called the"GOLD Connection, to access'hundreds of
internships, part-time and
full-time job opportunities
locally,
nationally , and
throughout the world. Students will be able to post their
resumes for review by companies that target UCF students and alumni for hiring
opportunities.

Job opportunity
The Multicultural Student
Center will be taking applications for a student director.
The application is available
on
their
Web · site
http://msc.ucf.edu and the
.d eadline for applying is June

4.
For more infoprtation call
407-823-0401 or visif the MSC
in Student Union Room 305.

Let us know . :~
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax fo
-407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
~ditor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Mondays for
the Wednesday editions.

HEIDI A. DE VRIES '
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His girlfriend called' 9-1-1,
and told officers that her
;~~·~~W/l~
boyfriend had hit her and he
ff
ill"
·'r.'!l/r~'l!/J:,, 1
·' ,
Je rey
W iams ' riff 11-· '/(/,'/ 1 was now trying to break
went to his girlfriend'.s \ }/j,,{!Jl down the bathroom door to
. . apartment on Apr. 24
gettoher.OfficersGeorgePenand·got into a violent argument vose and Michael Adams went
, with her. Around 5 p.m., his girl- to the Pegasus Pointe Apart· friend decided she didn't want ment Complex to answer the '
to argue anYII}ore and went into call. Another resident opened
the bathroom. Angry, Williams the door and pointed to where
kicked a hole right through her the locked bathroom was.
bathroom door. When the
Thewomanopenedthebath- ·
woman opened her shattered room door to respond to the
door, Williams pushed her and officers; blood was on her head
then walked out of the room.
and face. Adams found Williams
' His girlfriend locked herself. in the woman's bedroom and
in the bathroom and took a · told him to place his hands
- shower to give him some time to behind his back. Adams handcool down and leave. When she cuffed the man's wrists and doufinished and came out, Williams ble locked them.
was still in her bedroom and
When asked what happened,
continued to yell at her. He Williams said that it was just an
began pushing her again and argument and all he had done
continued yelling. She pushed was push the woman back.
back, and Williams punched her
Williams was charged with
in the face.
battery, criminal mischief and
At that point, she tried to grab false imprisonment, according
·:her apartment phone to call the to police reports.
police. Williams took it from her
and remov~d the battery. The U-tumleadtoarrests
woman grabbed her cell phone
Police stopped a red Daewoo
and ran tQ the bathroom again at 11:59 p.m. on May 5. Officer
Williams went after her, grabbed Amir Paymayesh had noticed
her head and slainrlled it on the the vehicle making an illegal ubathroom floor and left the tum at University Boulevard.
room.
When Paymayesh asked the
Managing Editor

~~
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The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968

OPEN 7 DAYS

/

Mini doses of caffeine vs.
the big morning mug
A new study indicates that
low doses of caffeine admiriistered at regular intervals
may be more energizing that
one large caffeine intake in
the morning.
The stuay, which was
done on 16 men during a 29day period, focused on the
homeostatic push for sleep.
Homeostatic push become~
stronger the longer someone
is awake.
;
The results strengthened
the hypothesis that caffein~
blocks a receptor that pro.motes homeostatic sleep
cycle.
However, they' showea
. that caffeine cannot replac~
the restorative effects of
sleep, even though it helps the
subjects stay awake longer. :

Existence ofdark
energy confinned

•·
\

.

NASA hasannounced that
results from the Chandra tel&
scope confirm the fact that
three-quarters of the unive~
is made up of dark energy. ,
Dark energy was first proposed six years ago, after
ob~rvation of distant supernova explosions. Such expldsions hinted that the exp~
sion of the universe is
accelerating instead of slowing down
:
Scientists are planning t9
. do more experiments to find
out how much ' dark energy
exists and whether the
amount .,might be changing
over time..Until then, the density of the universe remains
unknown

Phone: 407-447·4555 • Fax: 407-447-4556 .
www.UCFnews.com • 3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817
Celebrating 35 years
The Central Florida Futur~ publishes on Mondays and Thul'sdays in fall and spring and Wednesdays during summer.
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7 Alafaya Woods, Ste 1000, Oviedo

407-706-021 ?tax 407-706-0256

I
:

Topplngs·$1 _50
I
I additional each pizza I

TOPPING & 1 o
I WINGS(orKNOTS)
:
& 2 LITER SODA

$1 3 99
•

Add $1 .25 for each
topping - each pizza

I
I

$1 5 ·9 5
·

•

MATTRESS SOLD IN SETS

Everyday Discounts for UCf Students
Bob Yip, O.D. and Asso(iates, P.A.
Professional Eye Care

I

~-----------·----------~·-----------4
I 1 MEDIUM CHEESE I '
2 MEDIUM
I SATURDAY I
I . PIZZA w/ONE
:
TOPPING & 10
1 WINGS (or KNOTS)
1
& 2 LITER SODA

1
1

I
I

I

I
:

CHEESE PIZZAS
w/ONE TOPPING
& GARLIC KNOTS
& 2 LITER SODA

I

1

$1 3 95 ., $1 9 99 •
•

'

Italian Grill & Pizzeria

CHEESE PIZZAS I CHEESE PIZZAS I
•

Researchers have found it
n.e w way to get rid pf the f~
cells: by cutting off the blood
supply.
• .,
A tearri of scientists at ~
University ·of Texas M.Q.
Anderson Cancer Center
borrowed this technique
from a form of therapy usci::l
to fight cancer cells. TI$
process, called angiogenesis,
prohibits proliferation of the
fat cells by cutting off their
:
blood supply.
Obese mice treated witli
this method lost 10 percent qf
their body weight each week
over the course of a fouiweek study. Scientists are l
looking into developing drugs
for treatment · of 'obes~
patients.

May 26, 2004 • Volume 36, Issue 63 • 18 Pages

·-2-l.ARGE-12-ME:oi-uM:-;~~E~~~~;- ~
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•

Dine In • Take Out • Delivery • Catering

lunch menu available

$15 99

New methods of
attacking the fat cells

One free copy of the Central Rorida Future pennitted per issue.If available,additional copies may be purchased from our office with prtor approval for $1 each. Newspaperth~ft is a crime. Violators may be subject ti> dvil and criminal proserution and/or university discipline.

'12~,..ielp .

MON - THURS 11 am - 1Opm
FRI 11 am - 11 pm
SAT 11 am - iopm
SUN 4pm - 9pm

The fµial wiruiers will be
announced during a special edition of MTV's Total Request
Live show.
"These partnerships with
the RNCC and DNCC reinforce
the fact that both parties recognize the strength and importance of young adult voters in
2004," .said Van Toffler, president of MTV and MTV2, in a
press release.
The essays should be no
more than 300 words and can
be
submitted
to
http://www.2004nycgop.org or
http://www.DEMS2004.org,
·depending on which contest is
being entered. The deadline is
Friday.

driver for her driver's license, sion of drug paraphernalia and
rP<Yic::tration and p"'oof of ms·ur-· reslS·tin"g an officer wi"thout vi"ohe noticed ..the smell of lence.
~~nt marijuana SWn.i%·~- · ..,.~J~po,
meanwhile, . had
ms1de the car. .!· ,.,;i_,. ·. I'-~ . ~~J!1y~ and ) began talking to
He asked the Cfr1ver to tum 1' Wi'se:oShe admitted to having
off the vehicle and told her and two rmxed drinks that night She
her two_passengers to get out of also admitted that she had been
the car. l?ayrruwesb told them he smoking marijuana while drivwas going to search e'ach person }Ilg the car just minutes before,
Paymayesh noticed that the and that ·a blue pipe in the vehidriver, Sabrina Wise, al~o' had de belonged to her.
alcoholonherbreath,butbefore
Lupoadministeredaseriesof
he could question her, one of the field sobriety tests before arrestpassengers, Michael Loroesh, ing Wise for driving under the
began running toward a wooded influence.
area on University Boulevard. '
Paymayesh called Officer Crimeline yields arrest
Anthony Lupo for backup and
Re~eiving a Crimeline tip
then ran after the man He saw about marijuana use in the PegaLoroesh throw a plastic bag on sus Pointe Apartment Complex;
the ground. After throwing the Officer Erik Lashinsky visited an
bag,. he ran for another 20 feet apartment on May 10 and spoke
and then turned to face the offi- with one of the residents.
cer.
The next day, he went back to
Paymayesh told Loroesh to the apartment and noticed that
lie down on the ground. When the vehicle mentioned in the
Loroesh didn't, the officer used Crimeline tip was in the parking
his t;aser to s ubdue him, accord- lot. He entered the apartment
ing to police !eports. Payniayesh , and spoke with someone who
thyn handcuffed the man and · _pointed-hiµi in the direction of
found. a 1;mtterfJ.y knife in his left .· th~ ' W0man's room that was
rear pocket and rolling papers in named in the tip.
his wallet
Lauren Lightfoot, 19, was in
toroesh was charged with her room in a white robe with
carrying a concealed weapon,
possession of c~abis, possesPLEASE SEE BUCKLE ON A8

(entraf 3=todba ~ture

103 OFF
w/UCF ID

asks students: "Why is the' president's call for community service important and how have
you demonstrated it?"
The Democratic option,
titkd "Speak Out for the
Future," asks ''Why should politics be important to youth and
how can youth get more
involved in the political
process?'"
Each party will select 10
finalists from the pool of essays
it receives. Those finalists will ·
appear on their respective
party's national convention
Web site, and the general public
will be able to vote ori who the·
final winner will be - based on
short taped segments.

Hiding out long.enough to call 9-1-1

Susan Hubbard, an associate professor of English at ·
UGF will have her new novel,

. about one woman's talent for
making a mess of her life
while trying to clean up other
people's lives (and houses).
For more information on ,the
book, visit http://www.susanhubbard.com

the chance to speak at the 2004
national conventions .of their
respective parties in a primetime television broadcast.
The contes,t is a big part of
MTV's "Choose or Lose" campaign and mtvU, the college
campus television station.
"MtvU is excited to give
these young-adult speakers a ·
powerful opportunity to represent their generation, and speak
to a global audience on the
issues important to them," said
Stephen Friedman, general
manager of mtvU, in a press
release.
Currently Republican students must respond to the topic
"Stand Up and Holla!" - which

Police Beat .

Book signing

Lisa Maria's _Gitide for the
Perplexed is a -~orhic novel

Senior Staff Writer

The world's first stem cen
bank opened its doors la$t
week to the world's scientists.
The bank, whlch carries
two stem-cell lines, will groW
and store stem cells for use in
medical research. Stem cells
are the fundamental builrung
blocks of the human body. '
They have the potential to differentiate to m:my differeitt
types of cells.
•
Such capability ffiakes the
stem cells a fountain of hoi;)e
for repairing damaged tissu$
and curing different disease~.
Despite their promising role
in science and medicine, the
pro-life groups have already
started protesting agaiµst tf\'e
opening of the cell bank.

Searching for a job takes
self-assessment, networking
and finding targets. The
Career Resource Center is
holding a job search workshop today at 2:30 p.m. in Student Resource Center Room
185C. Material presented is
suitable for all job and career
seekers from first-year students to alumni.

She'll be doing a bopksigning
from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. o:o. June 3
at the campus 'BaIJ'le·s . &
Noble bookstore• . :

•

NASEEM sown

Wortd'sfirst stem
cell bank opens

Job search

. a Man"a's Gut"defior the "erLlS
i.plexed, released Tuesday.

Week in Health ·

•

.
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SPECIAL

$ • 99 SLICE

(407) 737-3580

1

QUEEN

KING

$35~· s39~ s49~ sgg~

.~

Mattresses sold separately at similar saving

~

.

••

I'::\ TARGET

11:0oam -5;00pm ONLY I
Pick Up Only
I

\ ~-~------------------~
-----------~--~
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • NO CHECKS PLEASE•
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

FULL

Waterford Lakes Town Center
325 N. Alafaya Trail

I

•-----------4-----------A-----------4
r------------------------------------•
: FAMILY SPECIAL $3.00 OF[· $30.00 or MORE:

TWIN .

'

\;;,/ Optieae
.

ThePiilerllnl~pemiresponslJlebpliymdhaSthef\11lklr!MetD~,caut~or11e1*blrsettror~b~oa.-Slll'Yice.IX:llTlhllloo.
«~whk:hlsperkrmed'llittl 72 h::usof~blhl~b"hlfrll!l.ddco..111ed-fee«red~·IM~or1nlelrna't.

••

NOW AVAILABLE FOR·UP TO 60 MONTHS!

i

INCLUDES ALL 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20T~ ANNIVERSARY GTI,
WOLFSBURG JETTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER
*l. 9% financing available thrm~gh Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval.·Offer good through 5/31/04

I '

,

,
2003 NEW ·
.BEETL~ ~~ags ABS,

2004GOLf GL
p/Windows, p/locks, Side Airbags,
. ABS, Key\ess Remote, Alarm
& Much More\

p/Windows, P/l~\ . s;.. ~Much Mo~e\
Keyless Remote, or . . •
7"""

LEASE FOR

$219
.4'lt/50 ooO Mile aumpe1-to-1umoe1 wanantv .

• t '

: 5'lrt&o'.ooo Mile Powertrain warrantv
2004 JETTA

c:;'-

2004 All Ne"" GTI
k 17" Alloys
p/Windows, pI locKs, l Remot~,
Side Airbags, ABS, ,ev ess
Alarm & Much More. .
_

.p /Windows, p/locks, Side Airbags,
ABS, Key\ess Remote, Alarm
& Much More\

' \,

"

PER'MONlrAX
1·1·Gs· l!1~..
. •£CUQJI!
l
MON™lloNtHS
~
fOR ~8~·-~·
ta1 down Includes 1st payme~t,
*Leases are ca fw/ated. r1th ~~i~~nse. See Salesperson for detmls.
0 sec deposit, tags, tit e an
BSAR1

1

. Hust stltc11~~. oHf~="V:~r~n ll\st•
MODllS A\11\lll iL~· r- I
'

2004ALLNEW

PASSAI
2~ABS.
pfWindows, p/\JJ s, & Much More\
K less Remote, Alarm
ey
·

~

.

. .

PERJ'tR~1~u

' "'

.

MS

· ·ASSAT...:.=e

"bi
48 MONTHS ABE.
f
- . $O ta/ down Includes 1st payme~t,
* Leases are calcuf.ated. with d /o e See Salesperson for details.
-Dsec deposit, tags, t1tl_e an teens .

'

• 4.,,,50.000 Mile aumoe1-~-aumoer warranl1

• 5'lrt&o.ooo Mile Powertra1n warranl1

...

''

, *Leases are calculated with $0 tota_I down. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags; title and license. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 5/31/04

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:

rs{FIRST TIME
BUYER

·

~COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGJlAM

Drivers wanted~

.r sf CREDIT

PROBLEMS

. VW CERflFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANT(, ALL LIKE NEw - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENlS (Purchase or Lease)

.

A -• • • , • •T • •• : Fte~--r4~:-r
~··
II " 1-cC.
• WA•1.::;:j#I
N

4175 S. Hwy 17-92
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 · · NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

.401-3 6 5-3 3 0 01'---

_sE_RVl_CED_EPT_oP_EN_SAT_uR_DAY_9_5 ____.

~ualified ·, ·
~Healthsrn

Subleasing can save time, money for leasees
FROM

Al

trol over the person's lease,"
said Gontard
For Kiva Staines, a sophomore at UCF, re-leasing was
the only way to go. "I was
looking for a short term lease
because I didn't want to stay
on campus for the summer,"
she said
·
Staines took over a friend's
lease at Pegasus Landing, and
said she couldn't be happier.
"It was really easy. We went to
the leasing office together, and
I signed the contract. I still
needed a guarantor, but I did
not have to pay move-in fees."
Still, most students are
unwilling to pay the fees that
often go along with re-leasing
with their complexes. They
find subleasing to be easier,
cheaper and more convenient.
As transfer students to
UCF, friends Jeylynn Cuarezma and Erica Bass didn't have
much time to go apartment
hunting. "Since we were
transferring in J~uary, we
were limited with our time to
look for apartments," Bass
said
Jeylynn found out about
subleasing through UCF's
_ Housing and Residence Life
Center. "They had a list of
people who were looking for
· subleasers. I wrote down their
information, and Erica and I
made some phone calls."
Both students found an
aP.artment available. at Pegasus Landing. ''I found subleas-

Important information for

ing to be quite cheaper than
the actual cost of the lease,"
Cuarezma said.
Erica Bass couldn't agree
more. "I would recommend ·
subleasing for stuc;ients who
are looking for a place to live.
People who sublease have ~
advantage over those who
don't. As a new leaser your
not able to pick yoilr roommates, but as a subleaser you
can actually decide whether
-ERICA BASS
or not you want to live with
UCFSTUDENT
these people [rom.nmates],"
she said
Even so, finding someone Apartments. "It is up to the
to sublease to or from is much person who is subleasing to
harder than re-leasing. Differ- look for a new subleaser," she
.
ent complexes have wideli said
different policies and fees for
· Students interested in rethat.
leasing through College StaAt Boardwalk Apartments, tion do not have pay a lease
residents interested in break- . breaking fee, and as a SU.bleasing their lease must pay a $200 er there are no move-in fees to
·lease breaking fee, said Jada be paid Howevei; the SU:bleasYoung, leasing consultant er must pay a $55 application
with the apartment complex. fee and apply to the complex,
"1bis means that the student . Figueroa said. "They must
breaking their lease will· be also allow us to do ~ backheld rent responsible until ground check to make sure
someone moves into their they qualify:'
room."
Like.Boardwalk, and many
"[The student] is responsi- other apartment complexes,
ble for moving everything out College Station's residents are
oftheir room, making sure it is held rent respol1Sible until a
clean, and turnirig in their subleaser has taken over their
keys to the leasing office," contract.
Young said
At Pegasus Lari.ding, peoIt is not the apartment's ple interested in re-leasing
responsibility to look for a their room must pay a $350
new roommate interested in lease breaking fee, and are
taking over their lease, said held rent responsible for their
Marisol f igueroa, _assistant lease until someone takes it
manager at College Station over, she said

"As a subleaser,
you can actually
decide whether
or not you want
to live with
_these people."

STUDENTS

tures required to ,bring about a
Supreme Courr review. They
still need m ore to meet an
August deadline, but do say
th ey've been able to register
20,000 new voters in connection with their drive.
The groups spent time on
UCF's campus last semester
trying to get signature, where
they found some mixed
responses to the measure.
Many students 7"" especially those making minimum
wage - were in favor of a

raise.
"I'm not real up on the
economy, but I really can't see
where it could hurt anything
- only help," said Drew
Reiber.
Dania Lopez agreed, saying,
"Wages in Florida are too low.
There is no reason why we .can
not have a minimum wage ~:m
par with so much of the rest of
the country."
_
Still, other students weren't
so sure that a .raise would be
good for everyone. Vicki Castro, an accounting major, said
that a pay hike could "cause

some people to make too
much money to qualify for
assistance,'l which would force
people into difficult catch-22
· situations. However, she
added, "We need to qo one of
two things - provide assistance or raise minimum
wage."
Other students were concerned that any wage boost
would raise prices - canceling out or greatly diminishing
the benefits of the raise. "I'm
afraid that for every extra dollar a worker would make the
employers, refusing to absorb
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Some fear a Wage boost could raise prices
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Landlord/tenant problems affecting
students living arrangements in the
,
community.

•

•

Consumer·problems confronting individual
students.
·

t

..
•"

Traffic cases
. ·l

Criminal. law

Anti-hazing video part of Phi DClt sanctionS
Al

"This really was
the ultimate
team-building
activity. We all
learned what
the fraternity
means to us
and what we
mean to each
other."

his Greek letter on it - a gesture knov\rn as "lavaliering."
In his official statement
concerning the incident,
Pierce said that to complete his
sign of devotion he volunteered to submit to an embarrassing act involving plastie
wrap and shaving qeam. The
stunt was intended to show
that he was willing to go .to
great lengths for.his girlfriend.
Pierce - without the permission or official acknowledgment from PDT, according
to officers of_the fraternity invited close friends to attend
the event. The group included
nine PDT members, several •
suspended fraternity members, some sorority members
-SEAN LAVIN
and several people who don't
PHI DELTA THETA
attend UCF.
"Their presence at the
event shows this wasn't a ritu- were involved in it, because
al we perform," said Sean that's not what Phi Delta Theta
Lavin, the vice president of is about. We're building men
external relations for PDT. "If and leaders for the future."
it were, people not in the fraRosenthal said being left
ternity wouldn't be allowed."
suspended through the fall
Pierce's twin brother, who semester would be devastating
attends
Rollins
College, for the fraternity. "It would be
wrapped him to a tree using like starting all over,'' he said.
plastic wrap and decorated "It would not help UCF's
· him with marshmallows, name. We hav~n't been in trouchocolate syrup and vegetable ble once for ' the close to 23
oil. "None of our brothers had years we've been at UCF and
a part in tying him up or apply- they're going to try and kill us
ing anything,''. Lavin said. "No for it," he added.
pledges were in attendance."
Lavin explained that continThe UCF Police Depart- ued suspension c:ould bankment caught most of the rupt the fraternity by preventescapades on camera. and ing needed income regularly
reported the fraternity to the gained during fall rush and
Office of Student Rights and with the acceptance of new
Responsibilities. The entire members. During suspension,
fraternity was subsequently an organization can't particisuspended for hazing.
pate in any university-related
, The incident rece~ved · or fraternity-related activities,
national attention, being aired including socials, intramural
on FOX News Network and sports, recruitment and homemaking its way to the Drudge coming.
Report, an online news page.
·~s of now, we're going to
"It shouldn't have happened be extinct,'' Lavin said. "[But]
because it gave the university a we don't think the university is
, black eye," Lavin said. "We're 1 goint to destroy something
disappointed any members that's going so well."

In addition to not being able
· to formally participate in most
university activities, the fraternity was sanctioned to com. plete an educational presentation on the dangers of hazing
· and have any members present ·
during the incident write ·.a
reflective essay.
All nine of the PDT members that were present turned
in their - essays within two
weeks of getting the sanctions
- about three months before
. they were due. ""We're hoping
to show how seriously we're
taking this,'' Lavin said.
The fraternity is also takiµg
its presentation very seriously.
"We could do something as
simple as a PowerPoint presentation, but we want to actually make something that
could make a difference,"
Lavin said.
The group is planning a
documentary-style interview
video with Rita Saucier, the
mother of a man who was
killed during a hazing incident
at Auburn University in 1993. · ·
Saucier is the founder of
CHAD--: Cease Hazing Activities and Death - based in
Mobile, Ala. She has already
agreed to be part of the video productio:p. which Lavin hopes /
to show "nqt just in university ·
Greek life, but other university
, 'o rganizations that could be
subject to hazing activities,''
such as bands and ROTC.
"Hopefully this will be sent to
other schools as a resource.
We expect this to have a positive impact on UCF," he said.
Rosenthal agreed, saying
,that the video would '!shed a
light on what some people go
through for recruitment."
Lavin said· members of the
fraternity have used the ind- ·
dent . as a group enhancer.
"This really was the ultirriate
team-building activity," he
said. "We all learned what the
fraternity means to us and
what we mean to each other ...
we want to come out of this a

l'
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www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu .
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Currently enrolled students are entitled to consult
with program attorneys about legal matters
and entitled to receive advice. In. addition, legal
representation up to and including all stages of trial '
will be provided in certain types of cases, of which
the Jollowihg are representative:

that cost, would raise prices
just a little bit to compensate
voiding any headway
made," Nena Lopez said.
Johnson dismissed any
such claims. "There isn't an
objective study that exists to
support this claim,'' he said.
"There are only the facts, and
facts overwhelm claims every
time."
He said that these theories
pop up every time a state tries
to raise the minimum wage.
There has yet to be any "massive, the sky is falling type
stuff" happen, he concluded..

,

Students in need of legal seNice should contact,
either in person .o r by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal SeNices in Room 155 Student
Resource Center. All consultation is by appointment
only. No legal advice will be given over the phone.

more effective·chapter."
Alpha Delta Pi, the sorority
with the highest GPA. joins Phi
Delta Theta. The two had a
UCF average of 2.864 and 3.225,
respectively for the spring
semester. The averages are
higher than the average UCF
GPA. which was a 2.817 for the
spring semester.

(,

c

Call 407-8:23-:2538 to set up an appointment, or visit Student
Resource Center room 155 Monday - Friday 8am-5pm.
Funded by Activity & Service Fee through the Sh1de11t

Government Association

IT Training atlJCF
The University (}f Central Florida, Division of .
Continuing Ed1,1cation, is p roud to announce the
a.ddition ofcomputer couPses and IT certifications to
.our already'existing programs. Classes are offer.ed at
our Res.eqrch Pqvi/ion Building, located halfa mile
from UCF's main campus and at our off-campus
training center on Lee Road (exit88froml-4).
We are current Iy offer ing classes in:

Word
Excel
Access
HTML
PowerPoint
Internet Marketing
Web Page Design

,.

.. . .As well as Certification Training in:

MCP

A+

MCDST
MCSA
MCSE
MCDBA
M<:;AD
MCSD .
CIW

Network+
Server+
Security+
Linux+
lT Project+
CCNA

*Get multiple certifications with
our n_ew training memberships! ! !
*To find out about ofu UCF discounts fur

staff and students call ( 407)882-0260.
For Jllore 'information, schedule s, prices or to register:
visit www.ce.ucf.edu or call (407)882-0260
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ALTERNATIVE ME a·ICIN E.

Considering
law school?,
Attend a FREE Admissions and
··· Test Strategy Seminar and learn:
• to successfully navigate the admissions process
,,. • to craft an application that gets you noticed
~ score-raising strategjes critical to acing the LSAT"

NOW THERE'S AN ALTERNATIVE
Date: Saturday, June 12, 2004

FOR A CAREER IN NURSING.

Time~

12pm

Location: Orlando Kaplan Test Prep Center

Call or visit us at kaptest.com/law ·
to register for this FREE event!

'

United States Air Force ROTC students who enter into a nursing career have advancement

• t

you'll have already advanced to a commissioned officer. From there you' ll be furthering your career

opportunities typically not found in the civi.lian world. In fact, from your first day on the job,

KAPLAN

with valuabl e leadership skills, training and the chance to further your education. We e<ien offer
·qualified individuals the chance to earn scholarshrps worth up to $15,000 per academic year.

AFROTC.COM • 1- 866- 4AFROTC

1 ·BOO·KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

I.
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Job Line

•J .

13-1311

WaU< Ins welcome!
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Return DVDs
FROM

to the recycling
bin ·
,

Al

the convenience factor and
the lack of late fees seem to
June will include The Haunted have counteracted the slightly
Mansion among pthers.
higher price.
The one thing consumers
Environmentalists need
are unlikely to see are the Dis- not concern themselves with
ney animated classics. "They landfills over flowing with
don't fit the mold," Blaustein· dead ez-Ds.
•
explains, "It would be difficult
"Recycling programs were
to explain to your 4-year-old put in place early," says
where Snow White went after Blaustein. ''We've partnered
48hours."
with Greendisk, a specialized
The ez-D is priced slightly electronic waste recycling
above a typical DVD rental, company with 10 years of.
though as sales . increase experience in recycling elecprices should decrease. tronic media to offer several
According to Blaustein, "The closed-loop recycling proincreased volume of disks grams."
required for the new markets
Consumers would also
has resulted in more favorable have the option of mailing
economies of scale that now their expired ez-D disks back
allow a reduction in the sug- to Greendisk for recycling.
gested retail price from $6.99 They can even visit www.ezto $5.99 in all markets." So far D.com for postage aid alterna-

.

.

, tives to return their disks.
They can also participate ,
in an incentive program•
where upon sending in six
expired disks they become eli- •
gible to receive one free ez-D.
'
Flexplay began the devel- '
opment of the ez-D in 1999,
and after two years of development with General Electric
brought its product to Disney.,
In 2003 the first test market ·
was launched in the cities of.
Austin, Texas; Peoria, Ill.;..
Charleston, S.C.; and Kansas
City, Mo.
:
Blaustein says that retail(
response has be'e n positive.
"Ez-D is proving out the~
model," he said. "By the yearj
2008 the DVD marketplacei1 '\\..
will be worth 30 billion, and
[by then] we hope ez-Ds will;
be a national product."
:

.

PABLO MARTINEZ MONSIVAIS I ASSOCIATED PRESS
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President George W. Bush delivered a prime-time speech to disruss his plan for turning sovereignty over to the Iraqi people on June 30. He
thank~d those serving in the Armed Forces and, in his speech addressed to both Americans and Iraqis, said he hoped for i"orldwide support.
1

Judge rules government can
seel< tobacco industry profits

their wages decrease between 4
percent and 19 percent in the
past four years.
Union members did win a
health care plan for graduate
students that next year will
reduce their monthly contnbution to less than $50 a month. ·

WASHINGTON - A federal judge ruled Monday that the
government can seek billions in
tobacco industry profits as part
of a civil racketeering suit
against cigarette manufacturers.
The tobacco industry had
argued in a motion that the gov- Supreme Court sides with
ernment should not be allowed Alabama death inmate
WASHINGTON The
to seek the $280 billion that Jtistice Department lawyers allege Supreme Court ruled unaniwas earned by the coi;npanies mously Monday that a convicted Alabama killer can pursue an
through fraud.
Judge Gladys Kessler said the appeal claiming lethal injection
companies could be ordered to is cruel and unusual punishhand over the money if govern- ment in his case.
Justices said that lower
ment lawyers prove their case
and also prove that the billions courts were wrong to block
surrendered would prevent appeals by death row inmate
David Larry Nelson, who was
future wrongdoing.
"This ruling shows this case less than three hours from exehas the potential to bring about cution last fall when the
fundamental change in the Supreme Court gave him a temtobacco industry," said Bill Corr, porary reprieve.
Nelson maintained that his
executive director of the cam:.
paign for Tobacco-Free Kids. "It veins make it impossible to
will allow the government to insert an intravenous line withput on the strongest possible -out cutting·deep into flesh and
case and to seek the strongest muscle.
The court was using Nelpossible remedies."
The Justice Department son's case to decide a technical
alleges in the suit that the com- question ofwhether last-minute
panies deceived the public appeals from death row inmates
about the dangers of tobacco should be allowed in federal
and the addictive nature of nico- courts.
'Justice Sandra Day O'Contine. The government also ·
claims the companies targeted nor, writing for the .court, said
children through advertising that Nelson should be allowed
to argue that his punishment
and then lied about it
Government lawyers are would be unconstitutionally
pursuing the civil . case under cruel unless special precautions
the Racketeer Influenced and were taken.
Justices had been told in filCorrupt Organizations Act,
known as RICO. The 1970 law ings by physicians that if done
was created to prosecute mob- improperly, the procedure could
cause Nelson to badly hemorsters.
Six years ago, 46 states set- . rhage and suffer heart problems
tled their suit against the indus- before the deadly drugs kill him.
Alabama attorneys maintry for $206 billion, payable over
25 years. Four states settled sep- tained it was too late for Nelson
arately for a total of $40 billion. to try to stop his execution,
The states recovered costs for arguing that his case was a
prime exaxµple of a sluggish justreating sick smokers.
tice system and the need for limitations on appeals. He has been
OSU, graduate students
on death row more than 20
negotiate on contract
CORVALLIS, Ore. - Four years.
O'Connor said the court was
years after graduate students at
Oregon State University formed not going to "open the flooda union, the two sides are facing gates to all manner of methodof-execution challenges," as
their first contract renewal.
The union contract expires Alabama feared.· Nelson's
in mid-June, and the university appeal had prompted legal chaland the union have been bar- lenges to the types of drug cocktails used in lethal injections in
gaining since February.
Graduate students say other states.
they've watched their wages
Justices have clashed 5-4 in a
decline steadily, and that the string ofemergency appeals this
university won't disclose how , year from inmates seeking tem· many graduate teaching assis- porary reprieves, on grounds
tants are eligible to become that their own lethal injections
union members. University offi- would be unconstitutional.
cials say that's because of the Injection is available to inmates
Federal Education Rights and in 37 states.
Alabama lawyers had said
Privacy Act.
Only Oregon State graduate that Nelson should not have
students who are paid a stipenq been allowed to challenge a proto teach or ·do research for the cedural part of he execution.
university can join the union. O'Connor disagreed.
"Merely labeling something
Those who are JUSt working on
their own thesiS or dissertation as part of an execution procedure is insufficient to insulate it
are not eligible.
At other universities, such as from a [legal] attack," she wrote.
The case is Nelson v. Campthe Universitjr of Oregon, any
·
graduate student receiving a bell, 03-6821.
stipend is considered an
Bush lays out plan for a new Iraq,
employee.
.
But the biggest concern of but warns of difficulties ahead
WASHINGTON - Presiunion members is the rapid
incr.e ase in student fees gradu- dent Bush sought on Tuesday
ate students have to pay, accord- to rally international ·support
ing to Luke Ackerman, the out- for the transfer of power in
going president of the union. Iraq, saying that even Euro·Because those fees come out of pean leaders who opposed the
~their stipends, Ackerman said, war ~ow "share the same goal"
graduate assistants have seen of a Budding democracy.·

Following a nationwide
speech on Iraq, ~ush spoke by
phone Tuesday morning with
French President Jacques
Chirac, who has been one of
the fiercest critics of U.S. policy.

"What President Chirac and
others.have said ~ they want to
make sure that the transfer of
sovereignty to the interim government is a real transfer and
that's what we want," Bush said
in the Oval Office, where he
met with Iraqi"' men whose
right hands were cut off by
Saddam Hussein'.s regime.
'We want there to be a complete and real tranSfer of sovereignty so that the Iraqi citizens
realize the fate of their country
is now their responsibility," the
president said.
"I had a great conversation
with President Chirac," Bush '
said. 'We share the same goal:
a free and stable and peaceful
Iraq."
Presidential Spokesman
Scott McClellan told reporters
that Bush and Chirac mutually
noted there is "broad agreement" on the outlines of the
Security Council resolution
but also agreed that "adjustments" must be made in some
areas.
In Berlin, Foreign Minister
Joschka Fischer of Germany,
another skeptical country, said
Tuesday he believes tpe US.British blueprint for the handover of sovereignty in Iraq
provides a "very good foundation" for efforts to reach a consensus at the United Nations.
The international body is considering a new reS.olution that
would endorse the June 3l}handover of power and authorize a U.S.-led multinational
force to keep the peace.
Russian's foreign ministry is
being more cautious, saying it
wants to see w!Ja~)raq's caretaker government looks like
before it embraces the new
security council resolution.
Secretary of State Colin
Powell, at a news conference
Tuesday, said other governments had not raised objections to the resolution proposed by the United States and
Britain. But, Powell said, "I
expect they will be suggesting
changes."
On keeping U.S. troops in
Iraq after the handover, Powell
said "we want to- take into
account the views of the Iraqi
interim government. They are
sovereign, and s9_they have a
role to play, obvio~lY."
During their meeting with
Bush, the Iraqi men who lost
their hands at Abu Grahaib
prison near Baghdad said ~ey
wanted to "swing the hammer''
when the prison is demolished,
as Bush promised ~ his speech
Monday night. Bush said the
Abu Ghraib prison, notorious
for torture under Saddam's
regime and the scene of alleged
prisoner abuse by U.S. troops,
will be destroyed "as a fitting
symbol ofIraq's new b~."
The president, speaking at
the Army War Co\.llege in
Carlisle, Pa, offered no exit strategy for bringing 138,000 American soldiers home~ pledging
instead to send more, if neces-
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An ez-D display at a local 7-11 store, above, currently offers only Disney movies like recent releases Freaky Friday and Sweet Home Alabama.
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(How would you score?)

Take a free practice LSAT and fin~ out how you'd score before test day.
After the test, you'll receive a comprehensive score report highlighting
your strengths and areas for improvement. Plus.• you'll learn valuable,
score-raising Kaplan strategies for test day success!

(,f. .

Date: Saturday, June 5, 2004
Time: 8:45am
Location: Orlando Kaplan Test Prep Center

Space is limited. Call or visit us online today to enroll!.
'-

KAPLAN

..

1-800-KAP·TEST

kaptest.com/lsat

Test Prep and Admissions

sary.

"Terrorists will not determine the ' ture of Ifaq," Bush
,.
.
declared.

•LSAT is a regJstered

tr~ of the LBw School Admission Council.
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to always have money
1) ~~J-ever spend any.
2) Donate plasma.
Earn S180/month donating

I

your life-saving plasma.

fl

·DCI Biologicals Orlando • 1900 AlafayG Trail, Suite 500 • 321-235-9·100
t
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· Sign·upforasummerorfall
dining
membership, today!
-=
.
~

'

Resident Dining Memb~ips
Althou · any studentm~ purchase a residenti~I dining membership,
~ alli s!)Elcilicallv designed tor those living op .campus;

SUMMER·'04 {for summer semester S8ssiori B;!fl1·7f.IW4l
Resident ,9 Membership -$450"'
Olhus any 19 meals per week at1he Marketplace and is1he most popular
becall$8 of its elcireme SBvingS, Ahigh break 8V8Jl point means six visits
can m;_missed Pefure reaching the retail price per meal.

II

For more information or to sign up.
1. Stop by the UCF Dining Services
. -Office, located jn the MarketP.la£~;
2. Visit www.UCFDining.com;
·3. Or call 407-823-2651.

._
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You'll notice the d.ifference.in your lawn.
. Not in your wallet.

Police Beat

Higher Education
Defendants in campus
sex case get no jail time
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Four
former Morehead State University students will serve no
prison time for their roles in a
campus sex scandal that
resulted in criminal charges
against them.
Rowan County Circuit
Judge Beth Maze heard testimony from a state police
detective and the father of the
victim before diverting the
two-year sentences she
imposed for the men accused
of either having sex or watching others have sex with the
drunken, 17-year-old coed in a
campus dormitory.
The case had sparked
demonstrations by students
on the eastern Kentucky campus who complained that university officials had tried to
conceal the incident.
Under an agreement with
. the prosecutor, Nathan Blackburn, 20, of Pikeville; Jordan
Tackett, 21, of Jenkins; Calvin
Roach, 20, of Louisville; and
Quinton Martindale, 19, of
Louisville; pleaded guilty to
facilitation of the use of a
minor in a sexual performance.
Kentucky State 'Police Sgt.
Brian Bowling, the detective
who investigated the case,
said the victim was intoxicated and remembered little
about the incident.
The victim was treated at a
northern Kentucky hospital
for an internal injury and
bruises on her ankles about
two days after the incident.
Bowling said she had originally sought treatment at a
campus clinic, but was turned
away because they needed
parental consent for treatment.
Bowling said under Kentucky law the clinic no~ only
should have treated her
injuries but .also should have
reported them to police. Neither happened, he said. .

Supreme Court upholds former ·
professor's child porn conviction

.Police: buckle up or.pay the price

•
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sky tiound two more
,~~ bongs in a computer desk.
her door open. Lashinsky ~:ii~·1"fW)!I\ In the bathroom, he found
entered and immediately i/l((.
tW111i'J111 asmallpieceofstrawwith
·.II [tft.1;/
noticed a red bong on a ' ,:1%;· ' white specks down the
stool next to the bed.
center of it. In a bottom drawHe pointed to it and told her er of the desk, the officer found
it wasn't allowed in the apart- an unlit cigar and a small red bag
ment complex. · Lightfoot that contained cocaine.
responded that she had just . . Lashinsky asked Lightfoot if
started. He asked if there was she used cocaine. She said no.
anything else and she told him He showed her the bag and she
that all that she had was that said that she had tried it once
bong and the tin can Of weed but the bag wasn't hers.
next to it.
Lightfoot was charged with
Lashinsky hadn't noticed the possession of cocaine, possescan before that point. He sion of cannabis and five counts
opened the tin can, labeled of possession of drug parapher"Sweettarts" and found marijua- nalia, according to police ·
na inside. Telling Lightfoot to reports.
get dressed, he ·asked her to sign
a form consenting to her room Gick it or ticket
being searched.
UCF Police Department will
Lightfoot looked over the be joining more than 13,000 law
form and signed it.
enforcement agencies in the
Searching the room, Lashin- "Click it or ticket" campaign.
FROM A2

.,

The crackdown on fastening
seat belts while driving started
Monday and goes through June
6. Police departments are striving to increase seat-belt use by
threatening unfastened adults
with tickets.
The UCF Police Qepartment
plans to aggressively target
young drivers. According to the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, while drivers
aged 15-20 make up 6.6 percent
of licensed drivers, they represented 14 percent of drivers
involved in fatal accidents in
2001. Sixty percent of deaths in
car crashes involve those who
don't buckle up.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimates 5,000 lives could be saved
each year if every state participated in high visibility enforce- ·
ment campaigns such as "Click
it or ticket."

"Real Philly People making real Philly cbeesestealis"
· ·Steaks • Haagies • Fries • Salads• Kids Meals

check
1Oo/ooffwithentire
this coupon
www.famousphils.com

407-67-STEAK

WE Deliver!
7542 University Blvd

On the corner of Universit and Goldenrod in the UniGold Sho in Center

Earn this marketable degree
. at Florida's most prestigious
university!
• MPH Graduate program

Lost and found auction

• 15 credit certificate program

TI-te UF College of Public Health and I Iealth
Professions now offers the complete breadth
of training needed for graduates to succeed·
~the rewarding public health environment.

UNIVERSITY OF

. . FLORIDA

i;or more information
about the prograr:n:

phone • 352-273-6443
email • mph@phhp.ufLedu
web • www.mph.ufl.edu
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JAN SVOBODA I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Matthew Shannon and Emily Ruff look over knick-knacks at the lost and found auction in the Student Union last Wednesday. Items
ranged from 10 for $1 to $5 throughoutthe day, and all colle.c.ted money is pledged to scholarships and loans for UCF students.

HARTFORD, Conn. - A
former Yale University proworldwide disease. Some see can effectively manage acne.
fessor's conviction on child .
-the disorder as merely cosmet- Comedonal acne can be treated
pornography charges was
ic. Nonetheless, few skin dis- with Retinoids (Retin -A).
upheld Monday by the state
eases cause as much physical Inflammatory acne can be treatSupreme Court.
and psychological misery to ed with Benzoyl peroxide and.
The high court rejected
adolescents and young adults.
topical and srstemic antibiotics
Antonio Lasaga's arguments
The causes of acne involve a (tetracyclines). Oral contracepthat a search of his residence
multitude of factors including tives are antiandrogen and
at Yale was improper. The
release of androgens from the inhibit sebum · production.
justices also rejected Lasaga's
adrenal glands and gonads, Isotretinoin (Accutane) is indi~
claims that he was denied his
which stimulate sebum produc- cated for severe papulopustular
right to a lawyer when a trial
tion. This sebum interacts with . and nodulocystic acne. and is
court judge refused to delay
bacteria present in hair follicles generally prescribed only after
proceedings so he could hire
th3:t product free-fatty acids failure of maximal conventional
a new attorney.
which act as irritants which ulti- therapy. Students requiring
Lasaga, once a leading
Accutane are referred to a dermately cause inflammation.
authority on geochemistry, is
Acne . can present as the matologist.
.
serving a 20-year state senSince acne is usually treated
common "black or white heads"
tence that runs concurrently
LARRY LANGFORD, PA-C
(comedones) to "raised bumps" with a combination of therapies
with a· federal sentence for '
UCF Health Services
(papules), to "pimples" (pus- that target specific aspects of
sexually assaulting a boy he
tules) to scar producing cysts the causes of acne it is recom\
mentored and for videotapmended that you make an
What causes acne and how can and nodules.
ing the assault.
Although there is no cure for appointment at the Student
I best treat it?
Yale officials contacted
acne, there are excellent OTC ·Health Center to discuss the
police after a colleague
Acne vulgaris is a common and prescription products that most app:i;opriate trea~ment.
reported that child pornography was being downloaded
on his office computer and on
one in the residential college
where he was resident master.

Ask

a doc

•

Orange County law school drops
suit against bar association ·
SANTA ANA, Calif. Western State University
College of La~ dropped its
lawsuit against the national .
bar association Monday, opting for a chance to earn a fiveyear provisional accreditation.
Officials at the troubled
law school agreed to the settlement in hopes of maintaining its accreditation for next
year's graduating class.
The American Bar Association first gave the school five
years of provisional accredi:tation in 1998. The ABA; how- .
ever, announced last year that
it would not offer full accreditation because of the college's low entrance exam
scores, high dropout rates
and low bar exam pass rate.
That decision never
became final and after the
announcement, the law
school filed suit against the
bar association.
Under the new deal, the
school will relinquish its provisional accreditation in
August, and can reapply for
another five-year provisional
approval. But there is no
guarantee that it will gain full
accreditation.
ABA accreditation means
a law school can attract higher-caliber students and that
they can sit for the bar exam
, in any state.
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FOUR BEDROOMS, FOUR BATHROOMS
FOUR LEASES! CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
TO UNIVERSITY OF CENTRA L FLORlbA.

• INDIVIDUAL LEASES
• POOL & LARGE SUN DECK
• BASKETBALL
· SAND VOLLEYBALL COURT
• HIGH SPEED INTERNET

·----·---- -- ----.-

• 24 HOUR WEIGHT ROOM
•CABLE TV+PREMIUM CHANNELS INCLUDED
• ULTILY PACKAGE (ELECTRIC/WATER INCLUl)ED}
•WASHER & DRYER IN EVERY APARTMENT

1/2 OFF 1ST MONTHS RENT
MUST SIGN BY JUNE 15rH
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appalling. During most semesters, fees for classes are due at
the end of the a&d/drop period.
This allows students who aren't
sure if the class is right for
them to attend at least one day
of the class to feel it out and
decide. Students for summer B
have no cB.oice. They will not
·able to attend one of those
classes to decide, even though
the add/drop period for summer B extends to June 25.
Additionally, UCF didn't
make it easy for students to
find out when fees were actually due. That's because there are
actually two different due
dates, depending on when you
registered for classes.
The only place to easily figu,re out when they need to pay
is through the Summer 2004
Academic Calendar available
on
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-enrs
vc/0405.acad.cal.html.
The problem is many stu- ~
dents didi:i.'t know they needed
to worry about the payment
deadline yet, especially if this
were their first summer here.
At the very bottom of the
above page, in minuscule type,
students are able. to find out
that the May 14 due date is for
those who registered for the
class between March 22 and .
May 14. The deadline is extend- ·
ed to the obvious June 25 for
those w ho registered for the
class between May 15 and June
25. Students signed up for

t came as a shock to many
students to be assigned a
$100 late fee Thursday for
<:lasses that won't begin until
June 21. Yet,ilate fees were
assigned to those who hadn't
paid for their summer B classes
l;>yMayl4.
~ Some students who are tak'.'l i,ng summer B classes signed up
~or them because they aren't in
~own for the first part of sumJlner. Others wanted to work
17 ~uring the first part of summer
so that they could actually
Afford the classes they were
taking in summer - as Florida
~right Futures scholarships
don't pay for summer classes.
: Others just didn't notice that
if they signed up for summer B
classes ,b efore the fee deadline,
their Iees were due when the
fees for summer A, C and D
were.
Without regard to these reasons and others, UCF has
a~signed hilndreds of $100 late
fees to students for classes they
are taking more than a month
from now. Some of those classfl es will be dropped by then, but
the $100 late fee will still be
d\le.
Yes, that's correct. You could
decide· you didn't wantto take a
.class an entire month before it
started and still have to pay
$100
just for considering the
).
class during a _certain time period.
·~· ,~ ·
: This blat<µlt .disregard for
reasonable;~e. due dates is
i

classes during summer
received no notification, either
in e-mail or through pages of
Polaris, to tell them of the
strange fee deadline.
Some of the classes in summer B don't have teachers •
assigned yet. How can adminisi trators expect student s to commit to a class to the point of
paying money for it months
ahead of time? Registration for
fall classes has been open for
almost two months now. It
would be ridiculous, how ever,
to expect students to pay for
fall classes now. In fact, fall
semester is the complete opposite - the add/drop period
ends on Aug. 22 and fees aren't
due until Sept. 3, giving students an 'e xtra weekend to
come up with the money.
The UCF administration is
taking advantage of students
who don't know the procedures. There are fewer students
during the summer semesters
b ecause most scholatships
don't pay for summer classes. ·
Instead of recognizing this disadvantage, unreasonable due
dates are compounding the
frustrations students have With .
the university.
IfUCF had a consistent policy on paying fees for classes, it
wouldn't be a problem. But to
fluctuate so much as to allow
late fees assigned to students.
more than a month before
classes start is irresponsible
and just downright cruel.
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right now in the service of Old
Glory.
Since the war in Iraq began
last March, 793 soldiers have
died. Not just soldiers, these
men and w omen were a part of
someone's family. They were
brothers and sisters. They were
mothers and fathers.
During the past week alone,
sqc Americans paid the ultimate
price in Iraq. More than a body
in a uniform, Michael Campbell, Michael Carey, Jeremy
Horton, Leslie Jackson, Troy
Miranda and Rudy Salas were
American heroes. They died so
that the rest of us could continue to live each day griping
about the small inequities in
our own lives.
So who is flying a flag in
their honor foday? Who is tying
a ribbon around their mailbox
to tell everyone they can to take
a moment each day to thank
our soldiers for doing their duty
- whether they believe in the
cause or not.
It's sad to think that while
our soldiers ducked bullets and
homemade bombs, most of us
were more concerned with the
amount of money we spent at
the gas station. We cared more
about playoff scores and race
results than the fates of our fellow Americans.
Still, America's growing dis- ·
interest in not a great surprise.

READER VIEWS
Response to Reader Views

Ramen for Hitt

Given the average American
attention span and the shining
example set by our nation's
leaders, it's no wonder that s,ol<lier's deaths don't register as
news anymore.
·Even worse, w hile America's
p oliticians seem eager to try
and turn the war into their
political opponent's w orst
nightmare, it seems few are
doing anything about it. Rather
than concentrating on the
"who-done-it," why don't our
leaders concentrate on restoring our nation's credibility?
Rather than playing pin the
blame on the politician, let's
come up with a plan that will
allow our men and women to
come home safely and give the
Iraqi people the same freedom
America fought for over 200
years ago - the right to·rule
themselves as they see fit.
Come November, Americans
will be able to send a clear message t<:> -our nation's leaders. In
the meantime, let's send our
soldiers a message of support.
Let's let them know that when
they return, they can hold their
heads high and be proud of the
sacrifices they made.
Let's thank them for allowing
us to live the way, we do - free
to complain in the press, free to
clamor for our leaders' resignations and free to pay no attention at all.

J

·

Let me start by saying that I love my job.
This is in regards to Christina Morejon
However, I'm concerned that President Hitt
["Outraged at lack thereof," Reader Views,
received another ~ubstantial raise when budget May 19]. I was also horrified when I saw the
cuts have reduced classes and compromised
Nick Berg video. But then I watched it again
important services UCF provides, such as the
and became suspicious. For anyone who can
University Writing Center. Faculty and staff in
stand to watch the video, you might notice
most departments are incredibly underpaid,
that Berg is wearing an orange uniform idenand full-time instructors and professors who
tical to those issued by the United States for
are truly committed to student success work
detainees. Yol,1 might also notice that even
countless hoill-s. Justification for Hitt's raise
thol,1.gh Berg was beheaded, there was not a
continually goes back to how hard he works,
large amount of blood and no l;>lood appeared
but isn't that why he makes more than $295,000 on the hand of the killer. All the men had nice
a year, plus allowances and amenities? And
white hands. Except in the last 20-30 seconds
how can we conscientiously justify such signif- when the face appears to have been digitally
icant raises when tuition, parking and health
lightened, the hands of the overweight killers
fees continue to rise? Perhaps if Hitt quit
are as white or whiter than Berg's skin.
receiving these huge raises on top of his outraAnother inconsistency is the time on the
geous income, students could afford to stay in
video. The time actually jumps ll hours durschool, park their cars and buy books - and
ing one splice in the video, and Berg continperhaps instructors like me could quit living
ues to scream after his windpipe has been cut
paycheck to paycheck. I cannot accept any justhrough.
· tification for another raise, particularly after his
I do not know who really murdered Nick
$93,000 increase just two years ago - to
/ Berg, but I pray for him and his family that
almost five times what I make a year teaching
they can get to the bottom of this and find out
well over forty hours per week. I teach because what really happened
I love it, despite the fact that I made significantAnother point I'd like to make is for Noah
ly more money waitressing before teaching
Saposnik. In his letter ["Article has no vision
full-time. I teach because I think students
for peace," Reader Views May 19] he wrote
deserve committed individuals who can p rothat "For every single incident Martin brings .
up of an Israeli soldier shooting a Palestinian
vide them with the attention they deserve. I
would love to know the last time President Hitt in the past, I can oring up~an incident of a · ·~,
ate ramen noodles for dinner.
Palestinian suicide bomber leaving dozens of
-ANONYMOUS FACULTY MEMBER innocent civilians blown to pieces and limbless for the rest of their lives." Considering the •
death toll on the Palestinian side is about
Israel continues to self-medicate their ailing three times greater and that jµst this week
Palestinians were murdered during a peaceful
Zion by igniting a pandemonitim of preemption. It's no wonder they've adopted the United demonstration and Palestinian houses were
bulldozed with people inside, I think you
States ideology of the war on terror. President
should reconsider your statement.
Bush has winked at Ariel Sharon with a blank
I would advis'e the reader to not believe
check to combat terrorism. As a result Israel
everything he is told. I have heard rnany false
has salivated with sadistic arrogance toward
statements by experts and many biased statePalestinian women and children.
ments on the news. Opinions on the news
Our contempt for the Muslim world has
more often are just that - opinions - and it
reached its zenith due to the swagger of both
is up to us to find out what is really going on
President Bush and Ariel Sharon. Their negliand figure out how we can improve the situagence will potentially cause dangerous consequences for peace as it erodes into a sea of pes- _tion so that our children will be able to live in
·a more peaceful world.
simism.
I

Bush encouraging Israel

~

American?

ollowing the terrorist .
attacks of 2001, Americans
were proud to be Americans. We flew our flags, we
ro9ted for our service men and
~
women around the world and ·
we blasted the national anthem
at every opportunity.
~ ')).
Now, look arolind. 'Flags are few
and far between, most people
seem embarrassed to admit
they hold an American pass~,
port, let alone believe in their
- country. Some even vilify our
soldiers for fighting in a war
.I they were ordered into.
So what happened? How did
y;e go from a nationwide swell.
0f patriotism to the discontent
and embarrasstllent of today?
How did the news of American
<:J.eaths suddenly become back
~age news - not worthy of
"~11
even a mention on the local TV
news?
)
Some might say we were lied
to
that our leaders told us
~
one thing to accomplish their
own desires. Others might say
that the embarrassment of big
mistakes has caused many
Americans to reign in their
:patriotic fervor.
No matter what camp you
i1
' ~old to or what political ideals
you support, all Americans
should still come together to
·'jo
support one thing - those soldiers around the world who are
putting th~ir lives on the line
I
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- AMEERZUFARI

- MATntEW COOKE
The Future encourages comments from readets. Letters to the editor shouldnot exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters toeditor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Questions?Call 407-447-4555.

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD
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'What would you do with $15,000?'

ERYN ASHWYN FORD

REBECCA KENDALL

DANIELJACKOWITZ

Psychology

Engineering

Cinema studies

"I would probably hire a photographer
so I can take pictures tobe in Playboy
and become a model."

"I would go on a cruiseto Cancun and
drink until I ,couldn't wake up."

"I'd save it for the next few times
someone scratches my car backing out
inthe parking garage."

(entraf 'foriba.:future
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MATTHEW BOYER

JARON KRANE

Engineering

Management information systems

Theater

"[If I were Hitt] I would give themoney
to me or studentslikemewho work
their tailsoff and still barely afford
schooLAren't they raising tuition?"

"I would invest and save up to buy my
dream car; a BMW MS, the 2005
model year! Five hundred hors'1Jower
and all the trimmings."

"I would buy the moon and livethere."
;,

---'COMPILED BY GREG GIDDEN

the indie publishes the last Wednesday of each month during
the summer semester and returns weekly on Thursdays in fall
r--- ~ -------------
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Actor and singer. MichaerAndrew wlll be playmg
scientist Julius Kell! anll alter ego Bud!lf41.ove in his ...
musical r ndition of Jerfy1Lewis' classic, The Nutty
Professor - a show that has received great revie ·
and is one of the milst-sees of the Fringe Festival.,

SHOWS
Big Tymers, Baby, Mannie Fresh,
Boo and Gotti (hip-hop}

~

May 26, 7 p.m.,$22.~0 to $LS
House of Blues, Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Beulah, Dios (indie}
May 26,8 p.m.,$10
The Social,54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Tokyo Rose, Strictly Business,
Side Out, Runner Up (indie)
May 26,6 p.m.,$6
Back Booth,37W.Pine St.
407-999-2570

Midtown, Armor for Sleep,
Your Enemies' Friends,
The Working Title (punk}

Top shows

May 27,7 p.m.,$11to Sn
The Sodal,54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

~

· ..

..

..

More shows, prices and showtimes can be found on
http://www.orlandofringe.com.The following are
expected to be the $ome ofthe best shows at the Fringe:

Finned Pilot, Vegas Choirboys,
Believe in Toledo (rock}
May27,6p.m,, $5
Back Booth, 37W.Pine St.
407-999-2570

AScissors (electronic}

Ma,v 28, 10 p.m.,free
The Peacock Room, 1321 N.Mills Ave.
407-228-0048
.

The Monarchy V, The Evidents,
The Delusionaires {rock)
May28, 9 p.m., li'ee
Back Booth,37W.Pine St.
407-999-2570

Eric Johnson {rock)

May 29, 7:30 p.m.,$15 to $18.50
House of Blues, DowntownDisney West Side
407-934-2583

·I

Padalloc:k Grafts,
Julius Airwave {rock}

•7 SINS )
•Medea Redux
•Sushi and the City
·The Naked Guy
•The Nutty Professor
·The Andy Dooley Show
·MasturbationTherapy
•Myth of Me:Subverting the
Dominant Fairytale
·The Curse of the Trickster
·And the Moon and the Stars and
the World
•Solos
•Stuff I Learned In My Room
·One-Man Lord of the Rings
TrilogyI
·Dying the American Dream
•The (Weekly) Actor of the Year
Competition
•Drama Queen

•Prisoners oflove
·Women Behind Bars
•RESPECT: AMusical Journey of
Women
•Streakin'!
•Wanzie's living on the Edge
•I Shouldn't Be Here Right Now
•The Feldman Dynamic
·The Blue Room
•Man 1 Bank O: Acomedy of
errors
·Bouncers .
•Lemonade By James Prideaux '
·Truths and Other Lies
·The Maltese Cross
•A Book Can Take You Anywhere
•Driving Miss Cherry Blossom
·Ritualis
·Fish Tales and Swan Songs

May 29, 9 p.m.,$5
The Socfal,54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Marc with a"c~Josh Brookoff,
Bhren (acoustic)

May 29, 9 p.m., $3
Underground Bluz UCF, 12261 University Blvd.
407-482-4141

Schatzi, The Big Collapse,
Sunday Driver (rock}

i.n>a
tion ey

May 29, 9 p.m., $5
BackBooth,37W.Pine St.
407-999-2570

.,'' fo

n:Uaj'.ll

<do:Fl~

My Hotel Year, River City High,
Capitol Speedway, Rory (rock}

began
contim
IDes~ril

May 30, 5 p.m.,$6
The Social,54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419 .

~Ji

Sister Machine Gun, Christ
Analogue, Manufactura (rock}

}as '!l
and·lrul

May 30,9:30p.m.,$10
TheSocial,54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

anticl~

dofil'
.

Unsung Zeros, Modern Day Arcade,
The Red Letter {punk}
May 30,6 p.m.,$5
Back Booth,37 W.Pine St.
.407-999-2570 .

The Butchies {indie)

May 31,8 p.m.,$8 to $10
The Social,54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

I .
I
I
I
I

.-- - - -- -·- ------ - --- --Bueller • • • Bueller ·.... Bueller

The Chase Theory, Dodger,
Talent Scam {indie} .

:-; ']

PHOTO COURTESYMICHAELANDREW; IUUSTRATION BYJERROD ROCKIU I the indie

June 1,5 p.m.,$5to $7
Will's Pub, 1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070 .

------~ ---------(
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Beulah!

lndie band Beulah
comes to The Social
tonight at 8 p.m. Cost
of admission is $10.
Angst-driven lyrics
will be provided by
the band. Corduroy
pants, horn-rimmed
glasses and Converse
shoes are optional.

California's

Beulah brings
unique ·sound
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

Poor Beulah. They set out to
make a new record and their
lives become a sonic soap
opera Read nearly any feature
on the band; they all but end
.with "Tune in next week on
Days qf our Beulah." Between
label switches, rights to albums,
three members of the band getting divorced and the band possibly breaking up entirely, there
was a lot going on outside of
simply releasing their latest
record - the marvelous Yoko,
which hit stores last fall. The
drama associated with its creation almost makes Yoko the
Apocalypse Now of indie rock.
Case in point: Most enthusiasts of indie rock are probably
familiar with the existence of
Pitchfork Media - the scene's
1most popular newswire and
criticism Web site. If indie rockers aren't dedicated readers of
the zine, they're at least aware
of it.
Since Pitchfork has become
•such a snobby behemoth over ·
t .the last two years, it's had the
'power to make or break any
band, and whatever they say is

~.,.

HAYLEY MURPHY/ BEULAH

often taken as the gospel. Beu- very well.''
· sell 500,000 copies.' Which, of
lah was one of their casualties
In trying to cover their tracks course, is ludicrous. [The
last year, as the site misin- about" the break-up flub-up, remarks] turned into these
formed a potential Beulah Pitchfork pried Beulah further huge stories, and we realized
break-up and went on ,t o seri- and asked them again if they we shouldn't even answer them
ously print offhand remarks by were staying together, and about anything. They do all our
frontman Miles Kurosky that Miles replied that they would, quotes, even if our quotes are
completely absurd. If you're
were clearly jokes.
but only if Yoko went gold.
"Pitchfork printed that only sarcastic at all, you just pay for it
"When you just read the
words, you can't see the tongue because we wouldn't give them dearly in the end."
The same sarcasm and bitthat is firmly placed in my serious answers when they kept
ch, ek," Kurosky said. "I'm a · buggin~s about breaking up," terness in Kurl\sky's sense of
huge bull****ter, and sarcasm Kurosky added. "So we said, humor permeates Yoko, a grand
and irony don't translate to page 'Yeah, we won't break up if we departure from the peppy Cali-

fornia pop they honed on three
prior albums. The new record is
more sedated and angst-driven,
with the trademark hooks still
there but not as obvious as
before. In other words, the band
may have gotten their start
through the late, great '90s
psych-pop collective Elephant
Six, but unlike many other
bands who found their way to
the label, Beulah has been able
to transcend it.
'.'We've always been sort of

the pariah of t}le group,"
Kurosky said of the label's acts.
"We've always been the band
that was kind of part of it b'u t
wanted to esta):>lish it s own
individuality. I 'think that
instead Jr a band that came out
of Elephant Six, we were a·band
that just happened to be on Elephant Six."
.
·The band has moved on
from the humble beginnings
and has finally found a home on
obscure label Velocette. "The
fact that we've done as well as
we have on Velocette· is quite
remarkable considering it's not
an upper-echel<;m indie band
name," Kurosky added. "It's
hard to sell records if you're not
on Sub Pop or Matador, but as
.long as you have enough people
that believe in you, that's all that
matters."
Even if the band doesn't -put
out another record together,
fans can at least anticipate solo
albums from Kurosky, who is
working on one that he admits
"will probably sound a f*** of a
lot like Beulah," as well as an
avant-garde jazz record. In reference to the surprisingly dark
tonk of Yoko tying in with the _
recent divorces of three of the band members, Kurosky shrugs ·
off the influence: "I think the
sound would h~ve been the
same, but pr<?bably I 1 would
have founq something else to
whine aboi.it. We're like closet
goths.''
Beulah v.fl be performingj,
tonight at The Social with special
guests Dias.
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Charles Ross is
known for his
hilarious One-Man
Star War.s shows.
This year, however,
he will be adding a
twist to the old
show with his OneMan Lord ofthe
Rings Trilogy, an
hour long one man
journey through
Middle Earth.

..
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COURTESY ONE-MAN STAR WARS
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s n-B adway show makes
0rlaJ\dpluCF S ~spear~ .ests ~lorida premiere at Fringe,
"tival/theater, with remammg
pla~t The Tupperware Theshows tonight;. Friday, SatutQe.y , '"atre~th r~~aining shows Friand Sundaf.
day, Saturday and Sunday.
...
The Ohe-Man Lord of the "'
If the 19'70s is not your
. s J.:rllogy is i)r
us by 1r.~G e, o~ can tr.avel bac~ t.o
Chatles ~oss, w
rformed his
~194 ~th mu~1cal film norr
~ On -Mdil Star rs Trilod last , aroCly, 1 IJP. Maltese Cross. B._eayear)(Fringe. In one. h91Q:" the
t · t1b.g , hl actors and_ lot:~ a .
.. \ sho"\fl claims to tak :dil.ieRces .,capell-a~ group KEITT, thi~ show
through "a thousand perils, nihe
plays at the ~lando~UCF S~e"
companioQS, three masterwor~.
speare Festiyal 1. theater, with
.. One max to do it alL' . ;:r:his 101.so
r~·
· g 11Shows ><on Saturday
111arks the pre~e og. ·· oss:s
S~y.
,;!(,_ ·
I
Qffl
of the Ri1lgs show. (fhis
Cfll~ to. conio~e the fun
•
. ~o.~
· •playing at t4e ~son o~mus..!_c;al. with the ~portance
...~ with r e'l:rtai,nj:ag- pero~ ~
e.J&ale identicy?' :Dien the
"' formanc~s on Thursday and"Fp - , show 'RESPE((T: fi.'Musical ]our' '
day nights.
ney ofWomen should be right up
~ ..
There are dozens of oth't!r ~ your alley. cteated by Dorothy
year , These o'ftbeat performancsliowsfdr every tas&':~¥.ii ?me- . Mar ·c~ ~ journey Rlays at J:?e
es o shined their more mainman•snow's not Mour thifig,!l!en
l91argei
eater Wl~ rymamstream .cont{tm.J(O arie The
a - ne-~man ~ow might be.
jng perfo ances to~ght, and
FringeFestival~gro , tospan _ Can~d!an Joan ~Leod's one
Saturda · dSunday~emo~ns. ,
the glebe andJs deSbibed:0n the "' WQman show The 'llope Slide
For omedy fans still loo!Png
Orland& Fringe site as "a oolof'comes south on its North Am~- ' for one-woman shows, there are
,wasteland. . It's
ful, multin:\_tional, multicultur<I)
ic3.J?. tour.•This show recounts "' at least two acts to fulfill your
"deniable that
celebration ~f
eatre per- '
ales. of the1o.Doukhoboris, a "-S~~eh. PAIN: So Funny It Hurts!
• -:th~ ) ocal econiP( fortfilng arts."
'· ·"' ussF, religio~o~ who
i~ sol& comedy sho~ perriiy and1city suH- , O~~ thing · ooast a ." ut the ' um;plgr .ed to este C~da_ forme~
b Suzanne Willett, a
~ c:Ulture. are rul
. ed
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come ·
om Tampa Bay) She
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was the first F~~ t!he p nited • in.
fa~e of th~ e"~~ gov- , brings he torme:ittinge~. sense
gi~ ssy ~atq:acStates. Thl\t's ngitt - it J oo!<
ernment.·1he,.5tory iS'Told frQIU , of humor 1l:q. Fr¥1ge. Sile p~rwever. look hard
from 1947 to 1992 for the sensathe viewpoint of the character
forms at the Studio Theatre with
j there's.. ~usu~y.
t!on to cross the Atlantic\ Sinc"'e , Ir e,plWMb~~
.erri- St~r~y, "',.shows ~emaibing-to.ni$t~·Satur,J:n e<esting to be · 'th'-en,, the O~anlo Fringe has
, •t~ story is . ff il/1 the
day anctas.unday mghts. Crazy
&k:hO'further than
taken n perforfiiers from across
'ves/(5f
ee D
ob@f jparMake Hlf i a on~-wo~ show
·
eek. Once a 'the
rld. Performance compa.
·show Y? 5l the"SAK
put &. by.....: median Mina Har,of c<;>lorful trav- -' ni~s and individual P¢ormers
ea , with remaining shows
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,:pired by numerous
r8 descends upon
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t' · t, Saturday, and..smiday;
'°th . sb1an~ ~ormcs, Harto~g's
tiful:andlivensitup
on a fir-St-come, first-serve 1'asis.
The Myth ~of Me also pt\'!- ' show is advettised as something
o~Disney.. attracBut thi~,pr':!cess does not mean
mieres at Orland? Fringe. It is. a , ~at you don:.t ha~re to be ~ les~
,.
"'
e festival is second-rate theatre
9ne-hom: show "M
act:fess, •b1an oacrazy to enJOY. She will be
~':Sfuac~ aab in the' - just the opposite »rtrue for
one musician an . di~ arts
~~t Will's Pl;lb with
J.31*r.Annual Orlap.this y~ar's F~e. 'li!eilsl . f ere- A showcase. D
n ~
a
emamrng''. sliows on Fnday, Sat' ·;val The madness
dentials and prajsy fo
actors, 1f :etellq]g of the edusa
ve
y_ an~day.
:sdl y and will
writers, dire~t6rs
·cians, .. ~S.· i~ is intended to ~~al- , 451dlfrc,>~ theater and co~e,
Sunday.
musicians, , dancers and' Qthey
lenge old !deq,.c; of the femrmne
dy, there Will be plenty o~ hve
-'"011.. its homepage · - performers at the Fringe could
identity. This s~o~ has_ a wealth
music to be had at 0e Fnnge.
~rlaiidofringe.~oll?robal?IY fill pii~. Mi
i ~~2-e. Beyont:l -. of~cal tal'ent, it is wntte.n ~d
pver th~ course of this weekend,
Qf tH atre, art, music
tffese accl<:~mat;9iis
gre~t
ect;e bY: ~drew Tout.a m and · ther~ will be a .plethora of bands
,Vihis festival is th~
re ews, Frlllg"e -bo~ts l,lpdemstar ~1stme Magee from
pla~g at H~ntage Square Park,
ntral Florida boreiable variety.
•
. Games e. Their company
playmg a vanety of popular !?en.
· Two of the . 0st so
t-after
d u s the digital film director
res. Throughout the festival,
shbws at Fringe-iri~lttae th.e fam- " ~ Frost, a Valencia graduate,
there will also be numerous
il.y-friendly~e. Nutty Professor
Courtney Keesee, an Orlando
street perfon:iers scattered
and the geektastic One-Man
mu sician and-Mike George, an
downt<?wn dun:ig the day. For
Lord of the Rings Trilogy. The
Orlando artist. This show plays
more information about ~.e
. e -~burgh Inter- ... my.sical versi -· 1 of .'J11.e Nutty
at Vlili's Pub with, remaining
Fringe,
you
c~n
VlSlt
tiv~. Mer th~rr
f?rofe5for st 1,w
. ell:-!,moWn local '1 s~ws ~aturdax; anc;l Sunday
http:/J:www.or~dofringe.~o~
~ Jbmpanies .·· artist Michael ¥drew o~ the ,.:afternoons.
~and hit the Fr1:11ge-o-Matic. to
ban Swingerh~ad. Enterj:alllers
If you are st · achmg for
gei:erate show tlmes ~d ~~nu~s.
ranging from Merv Griffm to JC
musicals, there's "a musical
EnJOY the culture while 1t s still
Chavez have praised Andrew.
flashback to the 1970s;' Streakin'!
here!
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CD PREVIEWS •BYJOHN THOMASON

Bad Religion - The Empire Strikes First
Junes

No matter what your political affiliation,there's alot to be angry
about in America right now. Which means it's high time for another
Bad Religionalbum,titled The &npire Strikes Rrst (Aren't they clever?).
Judging by some of these songtitles-"Social Suicide,""LetThem Eat.
War,""Boot Stamping on aHuman Face Forever" - this looks to be
one of the radical libertariansgroup's most thought-provoking and
intense albums yetToo bad all the justifiable anger is still delivered in
the samedated package of stalepunk riffs they've been pla0ng since
the'80s.

Polyphonic Spree - Together Were Heavy
July13 .

nnnn

In caseyoucan't catch The PolyphonicSpree at Lollapalooza this
year,or you missedtheir recent tour with David Bowie (God, Florida
sucks.I mean,just kidding, ubiquitous booking agent gods ... keep
giving us Cure and Will Oldham shows!), the leading purveyors of
orchestral pop will release Together We're Heavy in July. The band's
sophomore albumwas the result of apainstaking year of recording
(as opposed totheir debut, which was essentially recorded in the
break between asyndicated Friends and asyndicated Seinfek!J, with
over250 musiciahscomprising t~e vast choir and symphony.So you
better damn well likeit. ·

Sonic Youth - Sonic Nurse
June
11
'.

nnnnn

In just five sentences of new-record self-promotion on Sonic
Youth's Web site,therock legends manage to trash Justin Timberlake, DickCheney, DonaldRumsfeld,John Ashcroft, George W.Bush,
·Yes and Led Zeppelin.Whilethe band is rightfully better than the
musicians dropped here (It can also be argued that Thurston, Kim,
Lee and Jim O'Rourke could run the country better than the four
politicians dropped here), these are bold claims by an angry band
in preparation for its stunning 19th album. Another decidedly
avant-garderelease, Sonic Nurse looks to take the unconventional
catharses of 2002's Murray Street and experiment even further.

Call and Response - WindsTake No Sh(lpe
Junes

nnn

Making theswitch from the now-defunct sugary pop label
Kindercore to the more Americana, singer-songwriter demographicof Badman, Call and Responses music ~imilarly follows
suit, Theretro chicthat made their debut so catchy but generic
hasbeen replaced by amore soothing, gentile, unsurprising but
hard-to-dislike formula. Download an MP3 Of"Tmpped Under
Ice'' from their Web site. Dude, it's like, so mu · better than the
Metallica song of the same name.
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It's another season of
big-budget blockbusters
and small-tiine sleepers
for your viewing pleasure
.... and displeasure
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
& JOHN THOMASON

Coffee and Cigarettes (limited
release dates in May)
As·he did with his first feature,
Stranger than Paradise, idiosyncratic auteur Jim Jarmusch strips
cinema down to its bare essence
with his brilliant shorts compilation Coffee and Cigarettes - ·
black and white, no budget, no
camera movements, just people
chatting over the two talk-aboutnothing catalysts of the title. But
these aren't just any actors working for chicken feed in honor of
Jarrnusch's droll comic art;
among the performers are Cate
Blanchett, Steve Buscemi, Roberto Benigni, Bill Murray and
numerous musicians.

Super Size Me
.
(limited release in May)
Since - and even long before
- its debut at Sundance in January, this eye-opening documentary has gotten more hype than
the McGriddles. Director Morgan Spurlock documents his
descent into obesity as he lives
on nothing but McDonald's for
an entire month, but the film is
also a broader indictment of the
fast food industry and its crippling effects on children. It's a
radical idea reminiscent of
Michael Moore at his most innovatiye and caustic.

Seeing Other People
(limited release in May)

an,ct
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Summer of cinema
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Saved! (limited release May 28)
Saved! presents a rare casting
breed - this off-beat independent ftlpi about a girl's shocking
pregnancy while attending a
Baptist high school features indie
film mainstays like Jena Malone,
Patrick Fugit, Martin Donovan
and Mary Louise-Parker, ·but
respective current and former
Hollywood teen icons Mandy ·
Moore and Macaulay Culkin play
prominent roles too. Culkin plays
a cripple, literally embodying the
figurative state of his acting
career since The Good Son.

Margaret Cho's Revolution
(playing ,June 8 at Enzian)
The recently launched Sundance Film Series hasn't proved
to be very enthralling. The
monthly series of one-night-only
sneak peaks has' yielded the
wretched, laughless comedy
Dopamine and, inexplicably, the
2002 thriller Miranda. Yet another Margaret Cho performance
film (If she's worthy of three theatrical performance films, then
Chris Rock should have one
opeµing every weekend) probably isn't the best way to break the
sl1,.1IDp. Ho-hum.

How to Draw a Bunny ·
(opens June 11 at d.mac)
If the name Ray Johnson isn't .
familiar, you're not alone. But
director John Walters is out to
change that. Arguably the most
fascinating-looking documentary to open this summer, the
critically acclaimed documentary How to Draw a Bunny
explores the untraditional life of
modern artist Johnson, who
broke new ground in pop art and
exp(!rimental collages. Even the
artist's 1995 suicide was rumored
to be just another bizarre performance piece from the apparently troubled man,, who still
managed to engage (or alienate)
audiences as much with his
strange sense of humor as with
his artwork.

Granted, the verdict is still out
on Seeing Other People, but the
fact is, some films stay independent not for artistic or aesthetic
reasons, but because they simply
suck too much to play iri the
major leagues. The premise
seems as hackneyed, stupid and
needlessly vulgar as a half-hour fhe Terminal (Release date June 18)
Showtime sitcom: because his
Deciding that old excuse will
bride-to-be doesn't feel she has do for working together, Steven
been sexually active enough to Spielberg and Tom Hanks have
lock herself down to one man, . paired together yet again. This
her husband comes to an agree- time they'll tell the tale of Vlktor
ment that they can see other peo- Navarski, a ·man stranded in an
ple and test the waters before airport terminal. Comparing this
consummating their marriage. to Hanks in The Ladykillers, he
Hilarity ·allegedly ensues. It looks restrained, though he does
seems that the degrees of artistic utilize the "Look at me, I am a
separation between this and the foreigner" voice. The Terminal
director's last work, Sorority looks promising, with adventures of Navarski struggling to
Boys, are slim to 1none.
live day by da.y"in an airport. Perhaps a little simple, the story
might be naive, but if there are
two people to do this, it's Hanks
and Spielberg.
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It came down to the laSt week'postseason play. The 24 conf.eren,ce
••
end of the regular season, but the
wins are a school record for
••
Atlantic Sun baseball tournament
Bergman's boys as they look to
field is finally set.
return the A-Sun trophy to East
••
Campbell sneaks in while two
Orlando for the first time since
teams with better overall records,
2002.
••
Belmont and last year's champion
Offense: During the last few sea••
sons the Knights have gained a
Jacksonville, are left out.
"From one to six this .is a deep
reputation around the league by

13: .
12

Wins in 15 starts for
UCF pitcher Matt Fox
this season, second
in the A-Sun.

1.84

Fox's earned run
average this season,
third in the A-Sun.

112

Strikeouts recorded
by Fox, first in the
A-Sun.

.180

Batting average of
Fox's opposing
hitters, best in the
A-Sun.

Briefs
The NCAA is
currently looking at
changes to college
baseball that would
move the season to
help northern teams
,.avoid unfavorable
• winter weather. The
: changes would be
due in part to a
decade-old debate
! that southern and
' west-coast schools
: have a bigger
advantage over
! northern schools
1 because of the
,
1 sunnier and warmer
, weather. The
a changes would also
: put an exact start
• date on the college
baseball season,
, something the NCAA
1 currently lacks.

: Upcoming
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Baseball heads to
today as the
~ No.1 seed in the
: Atlantic Sun
1Conference
1 tournament. The
LKnights take on
Campbell at 11 a.m.
today in first-round
•action ... Women's
track and field heads
: to Gainesville Friday
•to compete in the
;_NCAA Regionals.
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""From one to six this
i is a deep field."
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- UCF MANAGER

j

JAY BERGMAN ON

1

THE ATLANTIC SUN
TOURNAMENT

t

..

:"1redon't
think they
going to come in

..

and roll over."

r - BERGMAN ON THE
KNIGHTS' FIRST·
ROUND OPPONENT

CAMPBELL

..~
t
t
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field;' UCF Manager Jay Bergman
said ')\.t some point ill the season
each team has had three quality
pitchers, and that provides an
equalizer."
For the third-straight season
Stetson will serve as the host while
UCF enters as the top seed for the
fourth time in five years and will
take on Campbell at 11 am. today.
"Campbell is an interesting
team," Bergman said ''I don't think
they are going to come in and roll
over. Coach Smith is going to have
them ready to play."
UCF swept Campbell earlier
this season in Buies Creek, but
Bergman doesn't put much stock
into that in a tournament situation.
In 2000, Campbell as a six seed shut
down top-seeded UCF 5-0 in Jacksonville.
"The first two games in a tournament are most important,"
Bergman said "It's a hard situation
to come out of. The physical part
drains you, but you , have to get
yourself ready mentally to play:'
Here is a glimpse at who will be
vying for the automatic bid from
the A-Sun to the NCAA Regionals:

(1) UCF Golden Knights

(42-14, 24-6 A-Sun)

Lastten:7-J
Road record: 18-7
Against toumament field: 11-4
Against Campbell:3-0 (W 2-0,6-0,4-3)
AR-time toumament record:
25~8 (6 titles)
.
Last season after missing the ASun tournament for the first time
sfuce 1994, Manager Jay Bergman
and the Knights are back in a familiar spot, the top seed, as they eJ.?.ter
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ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor
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had another trufile shufile

Sometimes something happens
and there's just no explanation for
it.
In fact, there are a lot of freak
occurrences that just have me baffled. It's why I'm such a head case
most of the time. I always seem to
let the strang~st things get to me.
I don't know if it's the fact that
I'm so brilliant, or the exact opposite, that keeps me up at night
wondering about these phenomenons. One day I hope that some of
these questions can be answered
for me, but in the mean time
maybe they'll bother you as much
as they bother me.
Shouldn't there be a constitutional amendment that college
football must be played yearround? If college football·is heroin,
then I'm curled up in a comer
right now suffering from withdrawal symptoms that would make
Courtney Love cringe. There are
almost three months left until the
Knights square off against Wisconplaying station-to-station baseball,
sin, and I guarantee the time will
or Bergman ball, with the top four
pass about as fast as the director's
in the line-up hitting over .300.
cut of The English Patient.
Center fielder Clay Timpner leads
Can I sue the members of'Outthe way and is third in·the A-Sun
kast for plaguing my head with
With a 381 batting average. Timpntheir contagious songs? Honestly,
er is second in the conference with
just when I was.able to scrape
39 steals while left fielder Dee
"Hey Ya!" out of my ears, "Roses"
Brown paces the squad and is third
• comes out of nowhere and latches
in the A-Sun with 55 RBis.
onto my brain like Pauly Shpre at a
-••, .· sfrip
Pitching: UCF not only has the
Club. · '
·.
top staff in the A-Sun with a 2.97
What
ever
happened
to
• who played Chunk in The the kid
team ERA. but one of the top ten
staffs nationally. Kyle Bono and ·
• Goonies? Seriously, he should have
• had the chubby kid role locked
Matt Fox are a combined 20-3 with
• down for at least a decade.
1.83 and 1.84 ERAs · respectively.
BRETI HAl!T I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
A-Sun "Pitcher of the Year" Matt Fox has been sharp in his last two starts,
Taylor Meier and D~en Newlin
Couldn't there be a law that
which is what the top-seeded Knights will need to win the A-Sun tourney.
have both emerged as solid No. 3
anyone aside from Da~e Chappelle
•
guys and will both see action on the
that imitates rapper Lil' John
mound as the tournament pro• should be shot on sight? Not even
gresses, while Tim Bascom, Brian
Atlantic Sun officials can ruin a
Brooks and Mike Billek anchor the
•• sporting event as much as 200
bulJ.pen.
people screaming "Yeah!" and
UCF wiris if ... the Knights jump
"What?!" over and over. ·
out and bury teams early. UCF
CONF
OVERALL
Is anyone else as anxious as I
knows what it's going to get from its
am for UCF to make the move to
TEAM
w
IL
IL
pitchers. The question to ;mswer is
Conference USA? I swear every
#1 UCF!
2~ 6 "\
42 14
whether the offense can follow suit.
time I type ')\.-Sun" I feel like a
#2 Stetson .
20
35 21
The only flaw in Bergman ball is
year .is being taken off my life.
runners stranded in scorihg posiIs there a worse feeling than
#3 Florida Atlantic'
20 10
41 15
tion if you don't get two-out hits.
watching
a team that UCF softball
#4 Gardner-Webb
19 11
32 23
The Knights have also been shut
beat twice earn a trip to the NCAA
out in their last two defeats.
#5 Troy State
15 15
33 20
Regionals when the Knights didUCF loses if ••• opposing hitters
n't? Hofstra's softball team didn't
#6Campbell
14 16
23 32
aren't afraid and attack the UCF
just creep in with a weaker conferBelmont
13 17
31 23
pitchers. This is obviously easier
ence championship, the Prid~
said than done. Teams have been
Jacksonville
12 18
25 31
actually pulled a few upsets before
successful when going after pitches
to top-seeded Stanford. At :
losing
Georgia Stq,te
11 19
18 36
early in the count against UCF. If
some point, though, we should
Lipscomb
15 39
9 21
you miss it leaves you susceptible to
have been able to step in and say, '
the strikeout, where Bono and Fox
"We'll take it from here."
·
Mercer
8 22
20 35
have shined with more than lQO
Is there anything morr. awk-. .,
! Denotes regular-season champion
each.
ward than being surrmmded by .' ·
hundreds of Florida and Miami ,
~
PLEASE SEE OFFENSE ON A14
'· faps and be~g the. only person . ~1
with a UCF hat? That's what I had·1
to deal with at the Florida Marlins
game on Sunday. It's not as awk.
.
ward as being caught 'shlging along
to The Bodyguard soundtrack, but
'i t's up there. I'm not saying I was
embarrassed. I always w~ar my
sweat-stained hat with pride, but I
knew I was one wrong outburst
the Year" after leading his young
away from being skewered by Billy
the Marlin.
team to its·best conference record
(24-6) in the 12 years the Knights
And why is it that no matter · ~
which city I attend a baseball game
have played-in the A-Sun.
in, there's always some Yailkees
Junior pitcher Matl: Fox was
fan there to remind the four rows
named A-Sun "Pitcher of the Year"
around him how many titles the
as he earned three "Pitcher of the
Bronx Bombers have? It's like for
Week'' awards and won 12 of the 15
every trip Jason Giambi takes to
games he started this year.
Prior to the ,postseason recogthe BALCO lab, five fans get a free
FRANK KOSHEL
nition, the Knights (42-14, 24-6 Aprescription of obnoxious pills.
Staff Writer
Sun) rebounded from two hardWouldn't college baseball be a ,
Things ended a little different fought losses at Notre Dame to
million times better if players were
for Atlantic Sun baseball this sea- sweep A-Sun rival Georgia State
obligated by some supreme power
son than most critics and coaches {18-36, 11-19 A-Sun) in Atlanta and
to stay for four years? OK, maybe '
had expected.
this isn't so much of a burning
,
close out the regular season.
UCF, predicted to finish no betFox showed exactly why he
question as it is a plea to Mike.Fox,
. ter than third in the pres19ason deserved the title as he took the
Kyle Bono and Dee Brown to stay
polls, not;only won the A-Sun reg- mound for one final dominating
'
for one more year.
ular season championship, but the performance on Friday, as he led
Trust me, guys, I'm not the only'
Knights also took home some indi- the Knights in an 11-0 game-one
one that would sleep a little easier
knowing the answer was yes.
vidual hardware as well.
rout of Georgia State.
Fox (12-2) pitched a two-hit,
UCF Manager Jay Bergman, in
his 22nd-season as head coach. at
Ashley Bums can be reached at
PLEASE SEE PANTHERS ON A13
UCF, was ~ed A-Sun "Coaqi of
sports@uqpews.com
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ATLANTIC SUN STANDINGS
Afinal look around the conference
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Season ends with series sweep
UCF baseball
manager Jay
Bergman took
· homethe
Atlantic sun
"Coach of the
Year" award
after his team
finished with a
42-14 record
and the regular
season
conference
championship.

Bergman and
Fox earn Atlantic
Sun's top awards
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Panthers held to two hits by Fox
FROM A12

Be~t-Berfet

'

nine-inning shutout, striking
out 12 and retiring 17 of his last
18 batters. This was the third
shutout of the year for Fox, and
· his sixth complete game of the
season.
UCF poured on the runs in
this game after an anemic
offensive series at Notre
Dame. · Kevin Richmond and
Dave Lambert each hit their
second home runs of the year,
and Clay Timpner went 4-for6 with two steals to pad his
season total, now 39. Timpner
finished the season.one stolen
base shy ofJacksonville's Larry

for the A-Sun lead.
GSU jumped on, sophomore pitcher Kyle Bono early
in game cme of Saturday's doubleheader, scoring four runs in
the first two innings. Lefty
Brian Brooks (3-1) came in and
pitched four and · a third
innings to get the win. With
no margin for error, freshman
Tim Basco111 held a 6-5 lead to
get his first save of the year.
The Knights scored ten
runs in the game, and UCF
needed all of them to edge
GSU,.10-9.
· . The Panthers also jumped
on UCF pitcher Darren Newlin (4-0), scoring six runs in

~~FROM

two innings against the junior.
Brett Bordwine pitched three
scoreless innings to get the
win, his first of the season.
Down 8-6 in the . fifth
inning, Timpner belted his
team-leading fifth home run to
give the Knights their first lead
of the game at 9-8. David
Mann's bunt single in extra
innings got things going for
UCF and Dave Lambert drove
him home to give UCF the 109 victory.
The Knights head to
DeLand today as the No.1 seed
in the Atlantic Sun tournament. UCF will face Campbell
in first-round action.

All Vehicles with Warranty
'

!/ft"
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THE SPORTS DESK~~

·Best earns national recognition

team this past.weekend, as the "Pitcher of the Year" award
For the second straight year, Knights finished six strokes this week, after finishing the
UCF
softball
shortstop shy of qualifying for the NCAA regular season with a 12-2
Stephanie Best was named the Finals.
record and leading the A-Sun
Atlantic Suri Conference "PlayUCF turned in a 12th-place in strikeouts (112) and opposer of the Year," but the awards performance at the :ijCAA irig batting average '(.180). Fox
aren't stopping there.
West Regional in the ironical- was also third in the conferBest was named to the ly-named Sunriver, Oregon, as ence with a 1.84 ERA.
Fox earned his third A-Sun
Louisville Slugger/National high winds and light rain took
Fastpitch Coaches Association their toll on the Atlantic Sun "Pitcher of the Week" award
All-Southeast Region Second Coriference champions. Seed- after a near-perfect performTeam this week, after having ed 14th, the Knights were led ance against Georgia State Friher best season yet in her three by junior Andreas Hoegberg, day night.
seasons at UCF. While her who finished sixth overall,
Fox went the distance
home run and RBI totals despite injurjng his back early against ·the Panthers, striking
out 12 batters and allowing
slipped from last .season, Best in the final round.
increased her batting average
Hoegberg, who was -2 for only two hits and two walks in
from .403 to .442 and her slug- the tournament, missed quali- 'nine innings. The win
ging percentage from .752 to fying for the individual final by improved his record to 12-2
.840.
one stroke. Hoegberg lost his this season, tied for third in the
Best finished in the top five shot to advance in individual nation. The complete-game
nationwide in both batting play after Texas-El Paso's Chris shutout also extended Fox's
average and slugging percent- Baryla hit ·three consecutive streak of scoreless innings to 14
age, and led the A-Siln in home birdies to finish tie.d for fourth. after he tossed five innings of '
runs, slugging percentage, total . Senior Barry Roof finished in a shutout baseball against Merbases, walks and runs. The jun- · tie for 18th, after shooting +2 in cer last weekend. •
-ior finished second in the con- three rounds.
Prior to earning the conferference in RBis and batting
UCF finished two strokes ence honors, Fox's national
average. . Stetson's Brittani behind UNLV and six behind pitching status was boosted as
Houghton took the A-Sun bat- 10th-place Washington, who he was named a semi-finalist
ting title with a .444 batting claimed the final NCAA Final for "the inaugural Roger
average, but also had 44 more qualifying spot. UCLA fin- Clemens Award, given to the
ished first in the team contest nation's best pitcher by Diviat-bats than Best. ·
Last season, Best was and grabbed a share of the sion 1-A baseball managers and ·
named to the Louisville Slug- individual title. Five teams members of the media.
from-the PAC-10 Conference ·
Fox joins Long Beach State's
ger/NFCA All-Southeast
finished in the Top 10.
. Jered Weaver and Flor ida's
Men's golf misses shot at NCAA title
Justin Hoyman on the list of 10
Typical Pacific Northwest Fox adds two more A-Sun awards
semi-finalists.
weather served as the biggest
Junior pitcher Matt Fox
adversary for UCF's men's golf took home the Atlantic Sun
--:- FROM STAFF AND WIREREPORTS
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Easy Financing
Low Rates
Huge Selection

407-382-9960
'7224 .E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32807

www.mcc2 ..net
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Offense holds key to early succeSs
FROM A12

(6) Campbell Camels
(23-32, 14-16A-Sun)
Last ten: 6-4
Road record: 12-18
Against tournament field: 4-11
Against UCF: 0-3 {L 0-2, 0-6, 3-4)
All-time tournament record:
3-4 (O titles)
The Camels were not
given muGh of a chance to get
here after being picked to
finish ninth in both preseason polls ·a nd finishing the
first half of the A-Sun schedule at ·5-10. However, Campbell rallied, taking 2-of-3 from
Jacksonville and Mercer .
while sweeping Belmont,
making its first A-Sun postseason appearance since
2001.
Offense: The Camels are
~0th in the A-Sun, hitting .264
for the season as a team with
only three players hitting
over .300. Second baseman
Joe Anthonsen and outfielder Nate Logan have burst on
the scene in their first A-Sun
seasons. Anthonsen, a junior
college transfer, leads the
team with 66 hits and a .342
average while Logan, an allfreshmen team me;nber, is
right behind with a .317 mark.
Pitching: Campbell comes
in with a waffiing 5.48 team
ERA, and has two of its
starters in the A-Sun top 10 in
losses. However Josh Blades,
Jordan Topal and Matt Terrill
have all shined at one point
this season. Unfortunately
for the Camels it hasn't been
at the same time.
Campbell wins if . . . the
Camels take it one game at a
time and don't get overwhelmed. CU didn't win a
series from a team in the
field, but that is all thrown
out the window in a tournament sftuation. Just ask last
year's sixth seed, Jacksonville. All the Dolphins did
was steal the automatic bid
going 4-1 on the way to their
second lea~e title.
Campbell loses if . . . they
give teams extra chances to
beat them. The Camels are
eighth in the A-Sun with a
.955 fielding percentage, and
led the tournament field with
89 errors. As a lower seed the
cards are stacked against the
Camels already, and selfinflicted wounds are the ones
that hurt the most.

(2) Stetson Hatters
(35-21, 20-10 A-Sun)
Last ten: 8-2
Home record: 26-11
Against tournament field: 9-6
Against Troy:
2-1 (W7-6,L2-3,W.2-1)
All-time tournament record:
32-24 (4 titles)
With a solid showing on
its home field this weekend,
. the tournament hosts are
looking to garner a fifthstraight NCAA Regional
appearance and keep the
league's longest regional
streak alive. The Hatters
open against Troy, a team
that Stetson took 2-of-3 from
at Melching Field just a
weekend ago.
Offense: The Hatters
offensive attack is filled with
a lot of firepower, as Stetson
paces the A-Sun, hitting .324.
Five players enter the tourna- ·
ment hitting better than .345,
including team catcher Chris
Westervelt and first baseman
Bryan Zenchyk, who are tied
for the team lead with 75 hits.
Westervelt has a little bit
more pop in his bat with ll
home runs, but Zenchyk is
hitting .419 in A-Sun action.
Pitching: Stetson's big
three of Ryan Heacox, Chris
Ingoglia and Cy Mccuen
have combined for a 23-6
mark this season. However,
these Hatters don't possess a
lot of power like staffs of the
past have for Manager Pete
Dunn. Irigoglia leads the
starters with 50 strikeouts. It
has been reliever Ryan Dixon
who leads Stetson with 59 Ks.
, Stetson wins if ... the Hats
follow a simple formula, and
the offense explodes in the
early innings. Stetson has
scored more than 400 runs
this season with 63 runs
coming in the second inning
and 64 in the thiid. All the
pitching will have to do is
hold on.
Stetson loses if . . . they
don't close out games. The
Hatters have struggled closing out games. In decisions
decided by two runs or less
Stetson is 7-11 giving up a .,
• combined 32 runs in the
. 1 eighth and ninth innings.

•

(5) Troy Trojans ·
(33-20, 15-15 A-Sun)
Last ten: 5-5
Road record: 17-11
Against tournament field: 6-9
Against Stetson:
·
1-2 (L 6-7, W3-2, L1-2
All-time tournament record:
· 7-8 (0 titles)
Like UCF, Troy will be
returning to the A-Sun tournament after. missing out in 2003.
The Trojans will be making
their first appearance under
second-year Manager Bobby
Pierce, and after losing 7-4 to
Birmingham Southern at home
the Trojans have reeled off five
wins in their last eight games.
Offense: Center fielder Adam
Godwin is the catalyst at the
top of the line-up that makes
the Trojan attack go. Godwin
was named second-team allconference, hitting .368, and is
a threat on the base pads with
25 steals in 29 attempts. Second
baseman Casey O'Quinn and
designated player Lenny Maier
do what the heart of any lineup should do, and that is drive
in runs. The seniors are tied for
the team lead with 36 RBis
Pitching: 'Nate Moore has
been unstoppable all season
out of the bullpen, and is one of
the top closers in the nation.
Moore has appeared in 30
game.s and has punched out 77
batters in only 57 innings of
work. Starter Mal Winters is 61 in five starts, and has come on
in A-Sun action, recently onehitting Jacksonville. Erik Wikstrom, who is 8-4 in 16 starts
this season, joins Winters in
the starting rotation.
Troy wins if ... it can get 1to
Moore. The Trojans are 29-2
and 16-0 when carrying an
advantage out of the seventh
and eighth innings, respectively. In a tournament situation,
Pierne could even bring Moore
in during the sixth to protect a
lead, but rarely does Moore see
action if the Trojans are
behind.
Troy loses if...... . the offense
doesn't support the starting
pitching. If Godwin and shortstop Chase Amis don't get on
base, the heart of the line-up
isn't as intimidating when the
table setters don't create havoc.
Any offense that the bottom of
the line-up can produce is a
bonus to Troy. The Trojans are
23-6 when scoring more than
five runs, whereas they have a
10-14 mark when scoring less
than five runs.

Pitching: The Blue Wave goes .
intci the tournament using four
starters. Leading the rotation is
.Matt O'Brien and Randy Beam.
Both have ERAs just over three,
while Beam has mowed 'd own
71 batters. Allen Knight moved
into the closer's role earlier this
month, and has recorded four
saves.
FAU wins if . •. the uns~ng
hero produces. The team's
hottest hitter may be third baseman Robbie Widlansky. The
freshman hit .615 last week with
six RBis. Top to bottom FAU
has the best talent, but will
everyone play together for
Manager Kevin Cooney to pickup his first A-Sun tournament
title?
FAU loses if .•. the momentum established over the last
few weeks doesn't go up I-95 to
DeLand. FAU hit rock bottom
at the beginning of M:;iy after
getting swept by Winthrop, and
unlike past seasons a regional
berth is. not a guarantee at this
point. It has been a season of
ups· and downs with the Blue
Wave knowing they can't just
go through the motions.
'

(4) Gardner-Webb Bulldogs
(32·23, 19-11 A-Sun) ,
Last ten: 7-3
Road record: 15-14
,
Against tournament field: 6-9
Against FAU: 2-1
(W 4-3,4-l;L 6-12)
All-time tournament record:
0-2 (O titles)
1

•

GWU shocked the Atlantic
Sun last year in its first year in
the confelience and has had a
s9lid sophomore campaign in
the league to validate last year's
performance. The Diamond
Dogs will make their second
postseason trip to DeLand hoping this one comes out better
than the two-and-done performance from a year ago.
GWU has been hot, winning 13
of its last 16 games.
Offense: Like its first round
counterpart, Gardner-Webb
likes to play.long ball. The Bulldogs are second in the tournament field, blasting 45 homers
this season. Designated hitter
Billy Mccarson has rocked·
nine home runs. First baseman
Ryan Quirello paces the GWU
offense with a .356 average and
33 RBis. Quirello leads the team
with 15 doubles, and has also
been a rock defensively..He has
yet to commit an error in the
field.
·
Pitching: GWU finished right
behind UCF with a 3.62 team
(3) Florida Atlantic Blue Wave
ERA. Zach Ward is the lead
(41-15, 20-10 A-Sun)
horse, recording a;s'-3 mark, and
Last ten: 8-2
is third in the A-Sun with 98
·Road record: 13-9
strikeouts. Jeff Ward, Joey Siak,
and Abraham Gorizalez have all
Against tournament field: 9-6
been solid this se~son. All three
Against Gardner-Webb:
1-2 (L 3-4, 1-4, W12-6)
have ERAs under four. It has
been a closer by committee for
All-time tournament record:
the Bulldogs with Brandon
13-16 (O titles)
FAU entered the 2004 cam- Martin leading the pack with
paign with high expectations, three of the team's seven saves:
GWU wins if .... it Jearned its
and at one point during the season was ranked nationally in lesson from a year ago. GWU
the top ten. However, the Blue has the same core group of
Wave has been inconsistent in players from last year's squad,
A-Sun play this season as it returning eight starters to go
qualifies for its seventh- along with nine 1pitchers. The
straight tournament. In fact, it Diamond Dogs have all the
wasn't until earlier this month too~s to win, but the question
that FAU registered its first still remains if they can execute
conference sweep. The Blue in the 8ressute situation.
GW loses if . ~ . the idea of
Wave may be peaking at the
revenge consumes the Bull-right time.
Offense: FAU likes to play dogs. Sure, FAU · eliminated
long ball, and headlines the GWU last year, and you want to
tournament field, ripping 57 be the first to s,how the Blue
home runs this season. Out- Wave how :rhuch you've
fielders Jeff Fiorentino and Rob improved. However the conferHurst are the Blue Wave one- ence tournament is a marathon,
two duo belting 15 and 14 not a sprint. The "us against the
homers respectively. The two world" mentality only carries
also have a combined ll8 RBis. you so far before you run out of
Outfielder· Tim Mascia leads gas mentally. Is Gardner-Webb
the squad with a .389 clip and 15 tough enough to. go all four
_
days?
.
doubles.
'
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HONEYBBQ

BABY BACK RIBS

-

BABY BACKS 'N STEAK.$. 15.99

BABY BACKS 'N CHICKEN $1'5.99

T~NGUE..TINGLIN'" LIP·SMACKIN' SWEET HONEY.
BARBECUE IN ALL ITS GLORY! RUBBED WITH A BLEND
OF BOLD BARBECUI; SEASO'N ING.$ AND BASTED IN
APPLEBEE'S HONEY BARBECUE SAUCE.

t

ENJOY A FULL SLAB OF OUR.. N'EW HONEY BBQ BABY BACK RIBS
OR TRY A HALF SLAB WITH ONE OF THESE
NEW APPLEBEE'S FAVORl'l"ES!

.

BABY BACKS 'N STEAK • BABY BACKS 'N SHRIMP
BABY BACKS 'N <;HICKEN
LIMITED TIME OFFER: 4/25/04 • 6/20/04

YOU CALL 11' IN. WE BRING IT OUT.

407·282·2055

('

12103 COLLEGIATE WAY, ORLANDO

WHERE·IS·TROP.ICJ\t FOIID?
'

',

<'>

CAJ.,L US:AT (407) 851•3800
OR CHECK OUT
OUR.WEBSITE AT,
WWW.TROPICAL BORD.COM
'

'
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Student rates

, now from

$4/week!

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Sales/Marketing
Help Wanted: Part-Time ·
Help Wanted: Full-Time
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments

250
275
300
325
350

Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive

Roommates

400
450
500
525
550
600
700
800
900
999

Services
Retail
Events:Campus
Events: Greek Life
Events: Off-{ampus
Travel
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted
Lost & Found

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Cµick-Fil-A

SUMMER SCHEDULE:
5 p.m. Mori. foi- Wed. issue

1 week:

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

4weeks:
12 weeks:
Bolding:
Large Headline:

\

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road., #200
Orlando, FL 32817

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

For Sale: Homes

SUMMER AD RATES
HELP WANTED

~

mJ.mlNI

$15/wk
$14/wk
$13/wl!;-

$l0/wk
$9/wk
$8/wk '

$6/wk
$5/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

$1/wk

$4/wk '
$~k

Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters pe).' line. $1(wk for eaah additional line.

·f
Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
,
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
;
Call i-800-965-6520 ext 107.
• Marketing asst. - PfT 20-25 hours 3-4
'days per week. Flexible schedule. 'Must
• be organized, a self-starter w/ some
; marketing and good telephone skills.
·$8/hr. Winter Park office. Email resume
to: info@suredateit.com
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·-= ·

~

,
EGG DONORS WANTED!
Fee for donation. Wemen must be 18-30.
1
Call for Application.
Steven Litz, Attorney (317) 996-2000.
Lie # 10328-49.
'. Earn up to $10,000/mo simply mailing
, postcards! Other great money-making
' opporfunities avail. Write: IBS, PO Box
· : 5183 Winter Park, FL 32793-5183
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/\!tractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
: interview. Selected callers earn $40.
, Leave name and number, your call will
' be returned ASAP. 661 -255-3940.

Type I & Type 2

CASH PAYMENT

No Medical Research
Opinion Only
Call Tina
407-671-3344

....
"'
....

UCF/Waterford Lakes area
New waterfront townhouse. Gated.
2 bed, 2.5 baths. Garage.
Walk-in closets in bedrooms.
Washer/Dryer. 407-359-2058 .
ACROSS FROM WATERFORD LAKES
TOWN CENJER
3bd/2 1/2ba, fully furn., except room to
be rented. W/D. Gated. $400+util. Avail.
.Now! Call 301-526-0829 ask for Kobla.
2842 Bolton Bend, 32817.
3/2 w/ family room. Mins. away from
UCF. $1195/mo. Avail. August. Call
407-383-0225. For more info
visit http://www.clphomes.com.
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CONDO - Hunters Reserve, upstairs
corner unit. 2 bed/2 bath. $850/mth.
Washing machine and vaulted ceilings·in
unit. Largest floor plan. No pets.
Available in June. Call 407-230-2219

u::

WANTED: Workers for church nursery.
If you enjoy caring for children age 3 &
under, are looking for flexible, PfT work
that pays well, plea3e contact Jennifer
Crone, Nursery Coo~dinator at St. Luke's
Cathedral in downtown Orlando. Email:
stlukesnursery@hotmail.com or (407)
849-0680, ext. 216.
Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/"people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.
Looking for Computer Science major,
upperclassman or graduate student.
Emphasis on .riet, C & Java. Approx. 30
hrs/week. Please send resume to
coleengineering @bellsouth.net.

Babysitter wanted Tue. 8-4:30

PT Cleaning/Supervision
EVES. Cleaners pay $6.50-$7.50/hr.
Supervisors $8.00-$10.00/hr.
Looks· good on resume, flex hours must
be neat, honest, reliable. 407-481-0180
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. sJasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131.

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
' female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
' examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
• training.

' Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Room for rent in 3 bedroom house.
Waterford Lal?es area. Must like cats.
No parties. $550 util. incl.
Call '407-282-7560.

Oviedo/UCF- 3/2 + loft. Scrn patio, large
fenced yard, tile. $1100/1110. $500 sec
dep. First, last and sec. at signing. Avail
immediately! Contact Travis at
.. 407-484-2659
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pm. Early childhood education major
pref. Experience and references. req. To
start in Aug. or earlier. Please call
Debbie at 407-977-4882.
;Gymnastic and Tumbling Instructors
: wanted. Prior exp. req., must work
'.
well with kids in a positive
atmosphere. $8-$15/hr. Call
407-679-6620.

DIABETICS
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NEEDS OPINION OF
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, Software developer needed to finish
· existing program for. small business.
: Must know VB.net. Call 407-835-9200
• .and ask for Kate to set up an interview.
•
Email dogday@bellsouth.net.
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, Person needed for Pedi Cab driver.
•Make up your own hours. Good money
{or part-time work. Downtown area. Must
• be 18 or older. 407-538-6136. Limited
positions.
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• Great Jobs with a great company!
; Business asst., marketing, graphic
.design, and sales! Offices in downtown
; Orlando. FT/PT is avail. Send cover
,
letter and/or resume to fax:
•407-244-5798 email: jobs@midera.com

ATTN! Work From Home.
$500-$4500/mo. PT or FT.
Training. 1-800-305-9321
www.successbuilperteam.com

-Q)

Ms. Emily's Bed & Biscuit
• is l.o oking for someone who is a
, dedicated aniinat lover to work
,flexible hours as a kennel tech. Fax
resume to 407-823-7415
or call 407-737--0774.

Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start - Fall 2004 Tues
; and Thurs 10a.m. - 5p.m. Avg. $8/hr.
, PC skills a MUST. Call Anna Meeks
407-847-0788 or Purple@kua.net. .
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MARKET
RESEARCH

Call Today
407-823-5163 .

Townhouse for rent. Walk to UCF.
2bd/2ba. 1,200 sq. ft. Vaulted ceiling and
W/D. Rent $675/mo. Qeposit is $600.
Call 407-671-1636 or 321-228-2311 .
www.collegerentals.com
UCF's best apartment search
for college students!
\

ROc°K 'N' ROLL ATMOSPHERE I
Fun place to work! If your not making
$400 to $600 (to start) a week and would
like to, Call 407-679-1001.
Art sales. Will train.
Great opportunity with a local moving
company looking for customer service
representative. Wages commensurate
' with experience. Fax resume ASAP to
407-852-1133 or call 407-852-1777.
Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright,. good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to'407-658-6103.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $550 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
PLANNING AHEAD
FOR SUMM/FALL HOUSING?
GorgeoCJs 4/2 on lake. Eastwood area __J
avail 7/25. $1250/mo + Dep. Min 6 mo .
lease. Please call 407-579-7590
PU\NNING AHEAD? .
Furnished room in a 3/2 home near UCF.
$325/mo + 1/3 utilities-free internet. Male
student for Fall semester (late July/Aug)
No drugs/parties. Students only. 6 mo
lease. 321 -689-9295

No sec. dep. 2 F needed to take tease
starting Aug. '04. $526/mo. at
Jefferson Lofts. Fully furn., W/D, free
tanning, Internet, 8 HBO channels, &
pool and spa. Call 321-720-7665.
The Club @ Orlando on Chickasaw Trail.
2/2 condo for rent, lake \(iew, gated
community with pool, all appliances &
cable included $750/mo + utilities. Avail
ASAP. Please call 407-282-1285

FREE RENT
1 & 2 bedroom.
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!...

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011
·-==__,_,,.

Room avail in 4/2 house close
to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub,
W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital cable,
high-speed wireless Internet &
storage Incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 util.
Call for info. 321-230-0658.
Clean and Responsible
House in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo. All
· util. incl. Fast access DSL. Call Lindsay
at 954-701-3806.
Room for Rent. $400/mo. util . incl.
including basic cable. Sec. Dep. w/ cable
Internet access. Behind UCF. 10 min. ·
drive. Plenty of parking. 1/4 acre of land.
Call Steve at 407-281-4345.
Room available for female to share with
females in 4/2 home near UCF. Fully
furnished. N/S, no pets please .
$325'/mo .. plus utilities.
Call 407-319-37?1 .
F roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya
Woods. $460/mo. util. incl., ethernet,
W/D, cable & phone. No Pets. Avail.
August. Furn. if needed. Call
407-828-2664 daytime or 407- 298-1263
after 6 p .m.
2 rooms avail. in 4bed/2.5 bath
home 10 min from UCF. Fully
furnished with W/D. $350-375/mo.
plus 1/4 util. Avail. immed.
Call Travis at 321-287-3243.
Female roommate needed ASAP for 2bed/2 bath apt/home on Dean and
Colonial. PfT student only. Christian
preferred. Only $310/mnth. plus 1/2 util.
Call 321-274-2277.
Female student roommate needed for
brand new 3 bed 2 1/2 bath villa @
Waterford Lakes. $425/mo + util. Move in
Aug '04. NS & clean a MUST!
Call Lisa @ 954-648-1600
2 clean, quiet and NS roommates
wanted. 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest
area. Unfurn. bds. $500/mo. Incl.
util., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail
NOW!ll Email: kleinst_42@yahoo.com
with name and number.
2 roommates wanted for 4/3 house with
pool. 3000 sq. ft. beautiful property. $379
plus util. Fully furnished with wireless
cable. UCF students call 407-282-4246.
Ask for Ian. Move-in b/w June and Aug.
Looking for roommate for a 3 bedroom I
2 bath 2002 Home. N/S. East Orlando
area. $445/mo. includes everything.
Available ASAP. 407-701-2151.
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM In
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
1 room In 3/2 house avail. 5 min.
from UCF. N/S. No pets. Furnished.
Rent lncls.lutil. phone, DSL, cable,
W,D, and alarm system. Available
Immediately. Call 407-282-6250.

Avalon Park: 2 rooms avail. in 3/2 town
home. Fully furn. living area. $450/mo for
downstairs, $500/mo for upstairs + 1/3
util. Cable incl, adj comm. pool, flex
le~ses , no pets. Please call 407-489-8127

LOOK
2 rooms avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Incl. in ground pool, W/D,
full kitchen. $350/mnth. + split util.
Call 407-641-4205.
Room for rent in 3/2 Home in quiet
Oviedo neighborhood. 7 min. from UCF,
WID, local phone, cable, 2 car gar.
$375/mo plus shared util. Call Kent at
407-497-8213.
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in new
4 bedroom house, new neigh. Lg. rooms,
back yard faces preserve. House furn.,
bedrooms not. Sec. sys., high-speed
wireless Internet, cable t.v., 77CH
$525/mo. all util. incl. 954-349-1580 .
UCF/OVIEDO AREA
n/s female seeks same. Clean, quiet
furnished room w/ private bath. New
WID, cable. $400 + 1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805

No Place Like Home
2 great rooms avail. Aug., near UCF,
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry I Todd @ 954:753-2247.
UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450 I mo. incl. everything. Pref. N/S.
Call 407-243-2630.
Room Avail. in new 3/2 house.
Cypress Bend: gated comm., pool
soon. Dean & Curry Ford. $475/mo.
+ 1/2 utll. Mature M/F. No pets. NS.
Clean. Call Wade @ 407-761-0857.
Room avail. in 3/2 house close to UCF in
Oviedo. Twin Rivers subdivision. M/F.
1 unfurn. bedroom, W/D, kitchen
appliances,-$425/mo util. incl.
Call Arthur at 407-376-8715.
MOVE IN MAY 15th
2 roommates needed to share 3/2 house. ·
$500/mo incl all .util & internet, 1O mins
from UCF, 10 secs' from Valencia. fenced
·
in yard, & pool. 407-737-6700
F roommate wanted in a 3 / 2.5 new
condo next to Waterford Lakes· Plaza.
Security system, gated and pool. Rent
$400 + 1/3 utilities. Contact Lauren at
babu_0331@yahoo.com.
House to share Alafaya Woods 10 mins..
from UCF. M seeking M/F student. Furn.
Prem. cable. High-speed Internet. W/ D.
Nice yard. Roomy·/ split fir. plan.
$375/mo. 407-532-3194.
2 Rooms for Rent, $460 Each
4/2 2-yr old house, 4 miles from UCF
seeking clean, quiet, Non-smokers
Include Utils, W/D, brqadband, phone
Avail 6/1/02, call <i07-207-8548.

Apartment $125 OFF!
Riverwind apartments: pool, jacuzzi,
gym, game room. Own bathroom/large
kitchen/utilities included/balcony. $375
(ysually $500) Call Kellen
(727) 504-8420
Furnished room available now in 3/3 apt.
at Pegasus Landing. $350/mo. Lease
until end of July. Non-smoking female
preferred. All utilities incl. & free HBO.
May rent is Paid!!! Call 407-489-6747.

II HEALTHY II
MEN&WOMEN

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819

Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park
. is accepting clpplications
for the following entry-level jobs:

• Ride operator
• Lilegu(lrd ·.
• Food & Bever.age:

Volunteer to·Participate in a Clinical Research
St~dy of an lnvestigationa·1Medicine
To Qualify:
• 18 - 70 years of age .
• In good health
• Able to stay in research.
dorm for 2 consecutive
days and nights and
return for 10 follow up
visits
Earn compensation for your time of up to $850.00

Cooks.and Cashiers

Apply 1n person or call our job hotline at

- ~_0.7-2A8-1600

Roommate wanted for a 4/2 home. Close
to UCF off McCulloch. Home fully furn.
except bedroom $470/mo. incls. utilities,
W/D, Cable, Roadrunner. 407-281-0849
or 561-312-9411.

One bd of 4/4 at Jefferson Commons
avail. now. Pool view apt., move-in
special incl. covered parking, free 20"
Phillips TV, Phillips DVD player. Just
$410/mo. F student only. Call Tessa@
. 352-551-6728.

t

Call M-F, 8a-5p to find out n1ore: (407) 240-7878

Orlanclo Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue - . :. - www.ocrc.net
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• • game room with pool tables, fooseball, darts a air hockey
lounge with BIG-screen TVs a stadium-seating movie theater
whirlpool • water basketball garages available

- --~

IGH SPEED 24-hour Internet in all bedrooms

tanning capsule

f

.

· IGITAL TV Programming with 60+ channels

ft

NLIMITED local phone service (4 private lines}

~

tffJ

..

LL UTILITIES INCLUDED: Electricity, alarm,
water, sewage, trash & pest control, gated access

...

l

...;

Ot\\11 mile from UCF ca111pus

.What Residents Say:
ii' Ches; r (Ju;;:;;;;;,,) Jone-;-'_ "After checking the other

•1
:1

discovered Rfverwtnd. ff one

i

.I Is looking for comfort (size)
j end a secure, friendly college

:~i

,,.

:I apartments, I gratefully

~
:

Janina Allende

UCF Shuttle Service Available

'.

"Community teatuf'8S are
excellent, and there ere
extra-curricular activities
going on all the time."

•

"I've lived In Rlverwlnd for
two years and It hes by far
been my best living
experience."

atmosphere, this Is the best
living situation."

.•
..
:

. Reserve Your Suite Todayl

~

/

407-359-2815

..

eaJJ
e-mad inforatl@riverwindapts.net
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Jh ·re· s no s1cb hin ·as perfect friends ...

hut there IS the
~

unique student apartments.
'\

CHECK OUT THE DETAILS!
'

Individual Leases
Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi
Washer/Drye_r in Every Apartment ·

j

l

Fully-Furnish~ Apartment Homes ~

Fitness Center with Free-weights
Covered Basketball Pavilion
Internet Access

Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to cha nge.

1805 [o~ay Circle
Q,lir£1adot FL 32826.

www.jeffersontofts.com

==+=@ b

Call ·for more information
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1 ·bedroom in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Female only. NS. $485/mo. all util. incl.
WID, 3 HBO's, and private bath. Free
shuttle to UCF. Avail. ASAP. Call
Courtney at 407-435-9632.
Room for rent in 4/4 at Pegasus
Landing. No Move-In fees!!! Util. Incl.
Private bath, balcony/patio. Across from
pool. $490/mo. Starting ASAP! Call Erica
at 954-937-0947.
LARGE 1/1 In 4/4 avail May 4th·Aug 1st.
May rent FREEi F only, $400/mo + 1/4
util. Walk in closet, UCF shuttle, unfum,
great roommates, lots of amenities!
Please call Lindsay @ 407-341-5266
Female roommate wanted for 4/2 at
Jefferson Commons. $450 per month all
amenities included. Avail ASAP.
Call Dana 561-312-1498
& leave message.
Sublease @ University House, avail
ASAP $418/mo. includes all utilities,
ethemet, 3 HBO's, and free UCF shuttle.
Minutes from UCFI
Please call 850-418-5855.
College Students only. 1 room available
in 2/2. No move-in fees! $585/mo, 10
month lease, includes all utilities, fully
furnished Available ASAP. Please call
727-798-0238
F needed for master bdrm/ private bath
$370/mo. + 1/2 util. W/D, full kitchen,
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July
2004. Renewals avail. Move in ASAPI
Call Lisa @ 407-923-8880.
1/1 in 4/4 at Pegasus Landing, 1 month
rent free, no move-in fees. Avail. Todaylll
$490/mo. everything included.
Call Lauren at 407-529-8995.

~)

1/1 in your choice of a 4/4
at Pegasus Landing. Save $15/mo by
subleasing. $475/mo. includes
everything! Free shuttle to campus.
Avail. June 1st. Call 407-362-2505.

'

ACROSS
Females
Solidifies
Just right
Jalopy
Secret plan
Pace
Pro _ (ln
proportion)
18 Water pitcher
19 Pens
20 National Park in
Florida
23 Formerly,
formerly
24 Compactly
25 Son of Seth
27 RRs on tres1les
28 Reversing
deletions
32 Accumulate
35 Aspect
36 CSA,general
37 Boor
38 Kind of power
39 Quote as an
authority
40 Fa-la link
41 Roger Bannister,

I•

'

1
5
9
14
15
16
17

e.g.

42
43
45
46
47
51
54
56
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Sanctify
Eccentrics
Louis of boxing
One Guthrie
Act of devotion
Wide-eyed
p_redators
Inducements
Mendicant
brother
Sea eagles
Tied
Young mare
Costa _
_ and shlnel
Declare
Appear
Mach toppers

DOWN
1 Cut into small
pieces
2 _ hol
3 Consumed
4 Least populated
5 Indefinite time
periods
6 Ex-OB of the
Broncos

C 2004 Tribune Uedla S ervic .., Inc.
Afl\ rlghts n1:served.

7 Word used to
distinguish
s1oths
Named
8 "A
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" 1
N V 3 1
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3 IJ OH

Desire"

9 Inhuman
c reatures
10 Loathe
11 Kuwaiti leader
12 Simians
13 Misplaced
21 Sol idifies
22 Villain's
expression
26 Mel the Giant
28 Merchant 's
figures
29 Nastase of
tennis
30 Snares
31 Turns right
32 Too
33 Frame of mind
34 "-Lang Syne"
35 Adherents
38 Window parts
39 Charwomen
41 Besmirch
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42
44
45
47
48

Ske leton piece
Volcanic rock
Discarded cargo
Pound pieces
Wes1 Indies
Island
49 Peak

VI

IO

0

:I
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50
51
52
53

Feudal serfs
Switch posit ions
Legal document
Oscar winner
Kedrova
55 New York canal
57 Bread choice

Please see. solutions in next issue - Wed. 6/2

1bd/1ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Old Renewal rate only $485/mo.I All util.
incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free
shuttle to UCF. Beautiful pool. Call
Anthony at 954-461-6939.
1/1 In 4/4 available ASAP In Jefferson
Lofts. Huge bedroom! $460/mo includes
all utilities, & covered carport.
Please call 407·466-9106.

Couch For Sale: Couch and Love Seat
with Ottoman. Great condition, only 2
years old. $250 obo. Call Kevin at (407)
619-6367.

RIDING LAWNMOWER!
6HP, 5 speed, good condition.
New filter and blade.
Free gas and oil. $75. Must sell!
Call 407-709-5098 for more info.

UCF BUTOKUKAN CLUB
Art, Sport, Self Defense Co-Ed
Beginner's classes now forming ...
-NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Classes are M & W 7-9:00 PM in Ed
Bldg Rm 174A. Call 407-362-2492
for more Info. Open House, Wed
5/26 @ 8:00 PM

IS HEAVEN FOR REAL????
www.isheaven4real .com
24 lesson bible prophecy course.
Jesus is coming soon! Be ready.
www.bibleuniverse.com

[m!I!]TRAVEL

HAVING TROUBLE PARKING
ON CAMPUS? TIRED OF WALKING
FROM DORMS? Delivered scooters only
$199 NEW. 863-421-7078.
Windsurfing Gear: 13' fully enclosed
trailer. Boards: 12' AHO Course Race
270L 'w/custom 44" centerboard GC, Bic
Presto 122L EC, Bic Electric Rock
105L EC. Sails: UP World Cup Race
4.5m EC, Windwing 6.2m EC, boom,
carbon mast, fins, protex high speed
helmet. $1100 for all obo will separate.
407·671-8551. blakehd@hotmail.com

1998 Ford Mustang, black, 5 speed.
Great condition, loaded, spoiler.
53k miles, garaged entire life.
$7,800 negotiable.
407-808-9955.

WHYREN1
when you can

OWN?
3 BEDROOM,

2 .BATH HOMES

2002 Lexus IS 300 Silver
23k miles. Fully loaded. Navigation
System. Automatic with sport shift.
Excellent condition. $25k OBO.
Call 407-973-6865.

m;, FOR SALE:

IW:.. Homes

Special Student· Airfare:
Apr - Jun
Jun - Oct
London .................$400...............$650
Paris......................$491 ................$800
Amst;erdam.....$573................$800

LOOKING TO RENT/BUY
A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL?
We can help free of charge!. Contact the
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at
UCFRealEstate@yahoo.com.

Cheap S leeps:
London - St . Chr istopher's Vlllage•.$28/nlg ht
Paris - Aloha Hostel.....................................$34/nlght

312 Manufactured home. 1700 sq. ft.
Appliances Incl. Nice community w/
club house and 2 pools. Close to
colleges and shopping. Newly
remodeled. Call 407-568-9145 or
407-466-8346.

Eurall Flexlpass (10 days In 2 ,,.;onths)..•..$4118
EurallpaH (15 days>·-·-·---·-·-··- ............$414

Interested in buying or selllng a home?
I can help steer you in the right direction.
Free home warranty and maid service
includ~d with transaction. Remember,
service is the key, when you think of
Real Estate, call Donna Ashley.
Visit testimonials at ashleysells.com.
Keller Williams Advantage Realty.
407-977-7600 or 407-463-1120 (call)

Apr - Jun
Jun - Oct
Auckland ............$1402 ..............$1 233
Sydney................$1325...............$1207
Melbourne ........$1325 ...............$1207

3/2 POOL HOME. Minutes from UCF.
All ceramic tile & wood floors.
No homeowner's association.
Immaculate condition. Asking $168,500.
Call for appointment 407-384-6641.

Cheap Sleeps:
Auckland - Centr al Backpackers...$18/nlght
Sydney - Wake Upl Hostel...................$23 /night
Melbourne - Bakpok Hot el......... ....... $25/nlghe
Cairns · Gilligan's Hotel & Resort;....$20/nlghe

~:

Interested In Spanish tutoring,
beginning or Intermediate, If so call
John at 407-321-9386.

.Come join your classmates already living here•••
· plus receive a flll Washer/Dryerl
• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
•Over 25 Homes to Choose From
• Tax Deductions

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
anti Sunday 11:00 a.m.-5:00 '-_.m.
On Colonial (Hwy. SO) 2 Miles East Of Alafaya

407-281-6029

1575 Pel Street~ Orlando, ITlorida 32828 • www.flaparks.com

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available .
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Hare! (407) 362-2726.

Apr - Jun

Jun · Oct

San Jose .............$452...............$452
Bangkok .............. $971 ................$1160
Cape Town.......$1130...............$1535

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

Cheap

Slee~s:

San Jose - Pangeo Hoseel.... .............. $14/nlght
Bangkok • Vleng t al Hoeel.....- ............ $18/nlghe
Cape Town - Asha nti Lod ge............... $14/nlghe
Santiago • La Casa Raja..........................$8/nlght

Interested In having research or term
papers typed. If so call John at
407-321-9386
Daniel's Tutoring Service.
Tutors available in ALL math classes
K-12, college level, entrance exams.
407-427-0067.
Been Turned Down? Obtain credit cards,
consolidate debts. Rates as low as 4.9%,
no annual fees, and much more. Write
JMI, PO Box 2926, Sanford, FL
32772-2926
Callus at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfleds@UCFqf!WS.com
View all classifieds onlin'il anytime
at www.UCFnews.com1

BOOK YO UR
TRIP NOW!
UCF Student Union
Pegasus Circle Bldg. 52 ,

(407) 541.20 00
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